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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services pro
vides daily a variety of treatment and care to over 1,750 adju
dicated youngsters. The cost of these services runs to just 
over $30 million a year. Over the past five years the depart
ment has channelled 60 to 65 percent ot its total annual budget 
to private, non-profit service providers operating under con
tract with the department a diverse array of facilities and 
programs. Twenty years ago, the Department of Youth Services 
owned and operated all of its own institutions, which contained 
the vast bulk of its population, and spent less than three 
percent of its budget on the purchase of private services. 

This report represents an effort to explore some of 
the implications for public policy of the rapidly expanding 
privatization of the delivery of human services epitomized in 
the experience of the Massachusetts Department of Youth Ser
vices. In particular, the study focuses on the issue of the 
accountability of private providers to their clientele and to 
the agencies of government that engage and pay for their ser
vices. 

Purely private providers have been dispensing social 
services for a long time, and the post-World War II years wit
nessed a steady expansion in federal contracting for a variety 
of technical services, especially in the mushrooming area of 
defense. But the privatization of numan services is largely 
the product of the recent boom and bust in federal social 
commitments, with the austerity of the immediate past contri
buting, surprisingly, as much to the growth of the phenomenon 
as the preceding ballyhooed battle against poverty. 

Because privatization has grown almost stealthily, 
with little awareness of its cumulative impact, there has been 
virtually no public dialogue about its usefulness, advantages 
and potential dangers. Public executives have found in pri
vatization a convenient device for absorbing the shock of the 
rapid political and financial fluctuations that have corne to 
dominate human services and have resorted increasingly to the 
privat~ sector as a buffer against continuing uncertainty. The 
growing service sector of the private economy, for its part, 
has responded with enthusiasm, creating along the wayan inter
esting entrepreneurial hybrid combining a commitment to public 
and social service with marketing and management proficiency. 
More recently still, several large, national corporations have 
begun to move aggressively into this expanding market. 
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Clearly, privatization meets the needs of public ad
ministrators, who cite principally its flexibility and cost
effectiveness to justify their increasing resort to contract
ing. But does it meet the needs of social service clients, of 
the old, the poor, the Sick, the emotionally and physically 
disabled, the young whom we entrust to these private pur
veyors? The focus of this study is on the ways developed to 
date to hold private human service providers under contract to 
itate agencies accountable for the care and treatment rendered 
to their vulnerable and frequently defenseless clients. 

The study undertakes its analYSis of accountability by 
examininq existing efforts to hold private providers account-
able in one area of social serVices, namely, those provided to 
children. The heart of the report is an assessment of the 
efforts of two state agencies, the Massachusetts Dep~£tment of 
Youth Services and the Rhode Island Department for Children and 
Their Families, to devise and enforce meaningful accountability 
measures. The assessment, in turn, helps identify Some of the 
principal obstacles to accountability inherent in both the 
contractual relationship between state agencies and providers 
and the nature of the services deliverede 

Visits to 16 privately operated programs and facili
ties under contract to the two state agencies revealed three 
baSic categories of accountability measures: 1.) those estab
liShed by the providers themselves, 2.) those imposed on pro
viders by the supervising agency and 3.) those created statu
torily and presided over by a state agency other than the one 
funding providers' services. 

Providers themselves, the study indicates, rely 
largely on informal procedures to ferret out complaints, sup
plemented by a combination of a case management process, the 
appOintment of an in-house advocate for each youngster and 
regular house membership meetings in most reSidential facili
ties. Supervising state agencies depend for accountability 
almost exclusively on their own internal systems for reViewing 
programs and contracts and investigating allegations of insti
tutional abuse, while other state watchdog agencies investigate 
and rigorously pursue reported instances of institutional abuse 
and conduct sporadic detailed reviews of provider programs. 

These efforts reflect the ad hoc nature of their crea
tion, usually in response to some media-generated criSis, and 
the resulting fragmentation of accountability leaves enormous 
potential for undetected abuse, neglect, and the inadequate 
delivery of serVices. The providers' own complaint procedBres 
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are totally dependent on the goodwill of administrators, an 
adequate measure only so long as the wills of administrators 
are indeed "good"; state agency measures tend to escalate even 
simple grievances into accusations of abuse and can be acti
vated only by the state agency's staff, who are not always 
vigilant, or the self-incriminating confessions of providers; 
and outside watchdog agencies are virtually unknown to the 
clientele they seek to protect. Thus, existing accountability 
systems, because they are the result of so little systematic, 
thoughtful planning, are especially dangerous; they lull the 
public and administrators themselves with a shadow process that 
has the aura of accountability while actually relying for its 
effectiveness on the willingness of malefactors to turn them
selves in. 

After el?;amining in depth the accountability measures 
of the two state agencies that provide children's services, the 
report considers briefly the efforts of standards makers to 
generate criteria in the area of accountability and finds the 
results inadequate due primarily to inadvertence. The various 
standards projects simply have not considered the impact of 
privatization on the delivery of services in their efforts to 
develop a framework of policy for agencies involved in juvenile 
justice and children's services. 

The report's recommendations, based on its review of 
accountability measures and standards, include six specific 
suygestions: 

1. Private providers must be required to develop 
written complaint procedures that retain present informal ap
proaches to disputes and add more formal processes for unre
solved complaints; 

2. Providers must initiate a much more vigorous and 
better planned program to make clients aware of their rights 
and applicable measures for enforcing them; 

3. Clients must have far greater access to state
created mechanisms for monitoring institutional abuse and 
neglect; 

4. State agencies must improve their supervision of 
private providers by ensuring some form of regular, detailed 
programmatic review of providers even if only on a randomly 
selected, sampling basis; 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study represents the mingling of two rapidly 
developing trends, namely, the growing inclination of govern
mental entities to hire private contractors to deliver human 
services and the search for effective ways of handling conflict 
in the institutions and organizations that have corne to domi
nate so many aspects of our lives. Because both these move
ments are relatively young, little has been written about each, 
and nothing at all has been written about the two together. 

This attempt to fill the vacuum has its roots in the 
conflict resolution movement. The newly formed National Insti
tute for Dispute Resolution has underwritten this effort to 
examine how private providers of human services under contract 
to state agencies handle the complaints of their clients. Yet, 
while the focus of the study is on the identification and pro
cessing of grievances, the environment within which such pro
cessing occurs obviously has a profound effect on the nature 
and operations of the complaint mechanisms to be observed. 

Because this particular study looks Closely at private 
contractors involved in the provi~ion of social services to 
children, two different environmental aspects require analy
sis. Both children's services 9nd the contractual framework 
have their own history, a brief recounting of which may supply 
a useful prelude to the research that follows. 

Back round: Contractin in the Human Services 

Private religious and philanthropic organizationsl involved in providing a variety of human services pre-dated 
substantially governmental intrusion into the field of meliora
tive social action. Jane Addams of Hull House in Chicago, 
Lillian Wald of Henry Street Settlement in New York and the 
Salvation Army, introduced to the United States in 1879 with 
its mission of mercy to "rumdom, slumdom and bumdom," epito
mized the commitment to service of elements of the private 
sector fully a half century before the public sector evidenced 
much interest in the special needs of the disadvantaged, the 
disabled or the destitute. Only with the Great Depression and 
post-World War II prosperity did government in this country 
undertake major responsibility for cushioning the lives of its 
citizens aqainst collective and individual adversity. 

_~ ___ .L ____ _ -~~~~----~~~~~~--~ 
- ~ - -. -.. --~, -;::' 
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The expansion of federal involvement in social ser
vices peaked in the decade of the "Great Society" from 1965 to 
1974 when outlays for medical care, housing, education, welfare 
and vocational training more than tripled. Coupled with the 
increased funding central to Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty" 
was a new emphasis on the development of de-centralized com
munity action programs that would maximize the participation of 
citizens in the administration of local activities. One ele
ment of this new emphasis was the enactment of federal legisla
tion that for the first time, directly encouraged local govern
ments to contract with private, community-based providers to 
deliver social services. 2 The rapid increa$e in available 
funding and the incentives for contracting combined to spawn a 
host of private firms that offered the promise of decentraliza
tion, greater cost-effectiveness and a more humane provision of 
essential social services. 

This increasing privatization of governmental effort, 
while new in the field of social services, was a trend already 
well underway in other areas. At least one alarmed critic was 
labelling as "revolutionary" the trend on the federal level 
toward government by contract as long aqo as 1961. 3 The 
bellwether for this development was post-World war II defense 
contracting where the development of sophisticated weapons 
systems required research and production capabilities far 
beyond those of qovernment to deliver. The inevitability of 
recourse to the private sector in defense lent respectability 
to recourse to private individuals and organizations for re
search and developmental expertise in a growing variety of 
fields. Thus consultants and organizational think tanks pro
liferated not just in technical areas such as defense and 
energy, but also in education, transportation, health, criminal 
justice, housing, welfare, etc. Private providers were hired 
to conduct an increasing array of research, training, staff 
development and other management services or governmental agen
cies. 4 By 1980, the federal government in some 18 million 
contracts was distributing over $150 billion annually to pri
vate providers of goods and services,5 and pejorative terms 
like "Beltway Bandits" had entered our lexicon to describe the 
phenomenon. 6 Thus, there was ample precedent for expanding 
privatization of the delivery of human services during the 
decade of the Great Society. 

When the boom collapsed in' the aftermath of the 1973 
oil crisis, and inflation and budget reductions combined to 
wring out slowly and painfully local, state and federal expen
ditures for social services, one well might have anticipated a 
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major retrenchment in governmental contracting. Exactly the 
opposite occurred. Conventional wisdom almost immediately 
adopted the position that one way for governmental agencies to 
cope with budget curtailment was to increase, rather than de
crease, contracted services. 7 Support for this stand focused 
on the following asserted advantages of contracting: 

. 8 1. Flexibility: Budget-cutting in the social ser
V.lces most often assumes the form of a reduction in an 
agency's staff~ Whether this occurs gradually throuqh attri
t~on and the failure to replace depleted staff or through 
dlrect cuts, the effects are equally painful. In the face of 
such cuts, moreover, there is no corresponding diminution in 
clientele or demand for services. The mental health needs of 
the community do not change; vocational needs do not contract. 
there are no fewer neglected and delinquent children in the I 

neighborhoods. Administrators, thus, are required to maintain 
levels of service with a shrunken staff and, to meet this need 
they have turned increasingly to the private sector. ' 

Budgetary politics encourages this development. When 
a governmental agency provides a direct service, the size of 
staff involved in delivering that service is a specific bud
getary entry, whether the budget is expressed in a line-item or 
a programmatic format. The staff of a residential program run 
by qovernment consists, in budgetary terms, of a specified 
number of administrators, supervisors, professional counse
lors, etc. Budget cutters characteristically go after those 
exposed numbers ruthlessly, paring a number here, another one 
there. Contracted services, on the other hand, are almost 
always described in budgetary terms in the form of a lump sum. 
Thus, when the amount in a budget for a specific contract is 
pared by the budqet-cutter, the administrator and the contrac
tor remain free to determine a mutually satisfactory way of 
absorbing the loss dealt out by the budget cutter that may -_ 
or may not -- include a staff reduction for the contractor. 
The result is that the manager of a governmental agency retains 
much greater control over the way budget reductions are applied 
in his or her agency. 

Staff reduction~ are a source of high discomfort in 
still another way for public managers. As indicated earlier 
the period from 1960 to 1975 witnessed an extraordinary expa~
sion in governmental social services at both federal and local 
levels. During those expansive, halcyon days, union contracts 
and civil service regulations steadily enhanced the pay bene
fits, security and working conditions of governmental e~-
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ployees. In the current ~usterity, however, administrators 
have discovered that it is ~~tremely difficult to roll back 
earlier concessions and entitlements. seniority considerations 
and the vested pension interests of long-term employees now 
combine to constrict severely the flexibility of managers in 
dealing with staff cutbacks. Senior employees are virtually 
dismissal-proof, while new staff members, typically those most 
involved in providing direct services, are the most vulnerable 
to lay-off. This pressure subtlely pushes an agency, now heavy 
with middle managers and supervisors, in the direction of con
tracting for the delivery of direct services. Senior people 
can be retained to monitor and supervise contracts, while staff 
expansion at lower levels can be reduced or avoided. Once 
again, the result is enhanced flexibility for public adminis
trators in reshaping their agencies in changing times. 

For these reasons, there is the growing conviction 
among qovernmental executives, given the wildly erratic history 
of social services over the past two decades, that the only 
safe way to undertake proqrammatic expansion is to hire private 
contractors, whose services can be clearly and quickly ter
minated with minimum direct impact on the agency in the event 
of further or future retrenchment. 

2. Cost-effectiveness: Implicit in this discussion ( 
of flexibility is the judgment, pervasive in the general popu
lation as well as among public administrators, that private 
providers can deliver more effective service at,a lower ,cost 
than governmental agencies. In the are~ of soclal ser~lces, 
and especially in the more narrowly deflned human serVlces that 
are the subject of this study, such a judgment is probably 
accurate. The delivery of human services is highly labor
intensive. Any factor that substantially reduces the cost ~f 
labor in delivering human services will enhance cost-effectlveness. 

Government, as indicated already, is wedded indissolu
ably to collective bargaining agreements and civil service 
arrangements that are largely unresponsive to fluctuations in 
the labor market. For lots of reasons there is an acute glut 
currently of the social services labor market. Budget reduc
tions in governmental social services have led to substantial 
lay-offs and reduced job opportunitiesi the appeal of work in 
human services has lured large numbers of women, especially 
college graduates returning to the labor market after a long 
hiatus, to seek further education and employment as social 
workers, counselors and therapists for whom there is little 
likelihood of employment outside of publicly supported social 
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services; and the increase in th 
college graduates without s eci 7 general labor force of recent 
outruns the capacity of thePShrf~~,technol~g~Cal job skills far 
to provide jobs. All of th' Ing tradltlonal labor market 
for t~e delivery of social !=r~~~~: ~hat a private organization 
than Jobs. Because the a lic as many more applicants 
a:e ~norganized and unrep~~sen~~~s, ev~n the successful ones, 
b1nd1ng and fixed agreements on ' emp oyers are unfettered by 
conditions. The surplus of lab pa~ ra~7s, benefits and working 
ment (~he minimum wage excePted~r 1n t 1S unre~ulated environ
of Soc1al services can pa less means that pr1vate providers 
empI~Y7es without being p~rticul!~i and be more demanding of, 
condlt1ons. 9 In view of th Y concerned about working 
hard~y surprising that priv:~: ~~~~~~ative advan~ages, it is 
serV1ce at less cost than ers can del1ver more 
i t governmental age' h ~ 0 agreements on pay benefits d .nc1es t at are locked 
tla~ed with robust bar~aining un.~n .work1ng c~nditions nego-
perlod. 1 s 1n an earlier, happier boom 

This business of"w k· . 
scrutiny. Anyone who has ~rh1~g cond1tions" bears further 
P~blic administrator attem=~ ~oe. a ~umiliated and squirming 
mlttee a bloated request for Just1fy to a legislative com-
to r 7sidential staff can appr:~i~!eme~tal funds to pay overtime 
prov1ders of reSidential care th .e w.at a boon to private 
o~er scheduling and overtime r elr vlrtually absolute control 
V1ces must often be delivered 7presents. Because human ser
dule~ routines, they freqUentl~nc~~~~ethat ~~fY regularly sche-
flex1ble delivery demands th t d. 7rra lC and extremely 
participation is restricted ~y :~e.d1fflcUlt to meet when staff 
of tasks that may be assi ned to gl ~ork rules on the nature 
H7r 7 , once again, those c~llectivstaff 0: ~n staff scheduling. 
ClV1I service rules negotiated e barga1~lng agreements and 
s7vere restrictions on the abilr~ars ago ~n.flUSh times impose 
m1ze effecti"e use of currentl ~ ofkadm1n1strators to maxi
providers, free of such restriYt~ run en staff, while private 
more flexible use of their em IC 10ns'lOcan make far better and p oyees. 

Pregnant in this whole dis . . 
use of contracting to "bust" p bl. CUSS10n IS the notion of the 
Organization of government e ~ lC e~ployment unionization 
of the union movement that h~~ ~~ees 1S about, the only sect~r 
the past two decades, and the PUb~~n Substantlal growth over 
gers, has frequently expressed l~, as.well.as public mana-
results of that growth. To dat~rOwl~g d1ssat1sfaction with the 
employees of private providers of ~n1on effo:ts to organize the 
unsuccessful. Reasons for the f ·luman servlces have been 

al ure are unclear; it may be 
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due to lack of concerted effort on the par~ of the unions; to 
the labor surplus in social services descr1bed above; .to the 
fragmentation of private provid:rs in so many ~mall, 1ndepen~ 
dent entities; to effective res1stance by.prov1de~ employers, 
or, perhaps, it is reflective of the malalse that current~y 
seems to afflict the union movement generall~. No~ ~urpr1s
ingly no one among either providers or pub11c admlnlstrators 
is taiking openly about breaking the back of public employment 
unions through privatization, but mcn~ of the arg~ments ad: 
vanced most persuasively for cOfitr~~tlng have the1r r~ots 1n 
dissatisfaction with the limits on employment, promot10n, ter
mination and the use of public employees e~t~blished ~hrough 
the collective barqaining process. The abl11ty of pr1vate , 
providers to by-pass that process is one of the most compel11ng 
arguments for the cost-effectiveness of privatization among 
public administrators. 

There is another subtle and psychological factor at 
work in the trend towards contracting. Americans by and large 
equate governmental operations with waste and incompetence and 
simultaneously treasure the tarnished but enduring myth ~hat 
business really knows what it's doing. ~hese preco~c:pt10ns, 
whatever their validity, prejudice the V1ews of admln1str~tors, 
legislators and the general publi~ in favor.of privatiza~10n. 
Most people simply assume that prIvate prov1ders. ca~ d:llver 
services more efficiently than government can. It 1S Impos
sible to predict whether these prejudices will ~urvive actual 
experience, but judging from the ability of buslness to per
petuate the myth of efficiency in the.face.of an abs~lutely 
horrendous record in defense cont:act~ng,.lt s:ems l1kely that 
the predisposition in favor of pr1vatlzat10n wlll endure. 

3. Expansion of capabilities: While flexibility and 
cost-effectiveness are perhaps the strongest arguments advanced 
for contracting, there are other persuasive explanat~ons for 
the growth of the phenomenon. One such argument, ,WhICh cer
tainly explains the early enthusiasm for contract1ng, recog
nizes that the capabilities of government employees and 
aqencies are limited. In defense-related matters, ~he,federal 
government could directly supply its needs for ~OPhls~lcat:d 
weaponry only by nationalizing large segments of A~erl~an In
dustry. A variation on this theme often repeated 1n d1SCUS
sions of social services is the argument that government ~eed 
not and indeed should not, duplicate or usurp human serV1ce 
cap~bilities that already exist,in the co~mun~ty. Go~ernment, 
of course, has no claim to speclal expertIse 1n psych1atry or 
vocational training. On the other hand, government, so the 
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argument runs, should be involved in the process of ensuring 
t~at existing commu~ity res~urces are made available to the 
dIsadvantaged and d1~abled In,acc~r~ance with appropriate 
st~tutes and regulat10ns. Th1s d1v1sion of duties suggests 
qU1te naturally a purchase of services framework. 

There is another sense in which contracting may help t~ reduce redundancy and waste. Not infrequently, Social ser
V1ces demand only a portion of an expert's time. It is, for 
exampl:, patent~y w~steful for a government agency to hire a 
full-t1ffia psychlatr1st whose services are required for only a 
few hours a ~e7k. Or again, why build permanent institutions 
staffed by slmll~rly perman:nt state employees for a small and 
sharply fluctuat1ng populat1on of service recipients? 

. Fina~ly, by relying on eXisting resources and programs 
1n the communlty~ governmental agencies can avoia the fre-
quen~ly substantIal start-up costs involved in initiating new 
serVlces or programs. By eliminating such early expenses 
gover~mental a?encies may become free to experiment more 
crea~1vely to Improve the diversity and quality of services prov1dede 

4. ~ncreased accountabilit~: This is perhaps the lea~t persu~slve argument for governmental contracting. It 
Sprlngs baSIcally from long-time efforts to improve public 
sec~or managem:nt and assumes that governmental agencies can 
artIculate def1nable, measurable goals and objectives. If an 
agen:y can def~ne objectiv~s accuratel~ and contractually hold 
a prlvate pr~vlder to meet1ng those obJectives, so the argument 
goes~ th~ fallure to deliver constitutes clear grounds for 
t~rmlnat10n of the.provider·s contract. This, in theory, pro
vldes government WIth the ultimate accountability standardperform or die. _ 

Rarely has reality conformed so poorly with theory. 
Just one example of Pentagon hardware contracting exposes the 
impotence of this sUPPosedly ultimate weapon. In 1972 the 
D:fense Department ordered Over 3,000 M-l tanks for $1.4 mil
l~on each. By mid-198l, the unit cost had risen to $2.6 mil
llon, but now ~he tanks ~ou~d not be ready for delivery until 
1987 •. D~e to 1~S transmlsslon deSign, the prototype M-l could 
not dlg 1tself lnto a battlef~eld POSition as most tanks can. 
As a result the army had to develop a fast-moving bulldozer to 
~eep up with the high-speed M-l tanks and assist"it in digging 
In. As of 1982, the unit cost for each of these bulldozer
companions. was $1.6 million. The M-l prototype, incidentally, 
g~t 3.86 mlles to a gallon of fuel and needed repairs every 43 mIles. 
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The tale illustrates in extreme fashion the fact that 
once a governmental agency makes a substantial investment in a 
contractor, whether the contractor manufactures tanks or pro
vides residential care for delinquent youngsters, there are 
powerful, if subtle, pressures against termination. In the 
former instance the pressure may take the form of strong and 
effective Congressional lobbying; in the latter the pressure 
may corne from a stagqering excess of youngsters who need to be 
placed over potential placements. Whatever the source of the 
pressures, the supposedly absolute power to terminate fre
quently turns out to be qualified and costly to exercise. 

This issue of accountability is especially crucial in 
contracts for the delivery of human services. Everyone reacts 
with a measure of anger and frustration to the catalog of in
competence chronicled, for instance, in the saga of the M-l 
tank. The numbers alone tell us clearly that industry either 
deliberately deceived with its cost estimates or is inept in 
its planning and management; in either case we do not like to 
see our tax dollars poured down a rat-hole. But there is an 
enormous difference between funding a private company to build 
tanks and paying an organization to care for, treat, teach or 
provide a home-substitute for sick, emotionally disturbed, 
neglected, retarded or aged citizens. In the latter case human 
beings are at risk in a society committed to the dignity and 
worth of individual life. 

The delivery of human services presents a grave chal
lenge to accountability. In the first place, the population 
served is often weak, confused, inarticulate and powerless. 
The very disabilities and disadvantages shaping their misfor
tunes frequently leave human service clients disoriented, 
violent or paranoid. They often are extremely difficult to 
manage or help; their inclusion in public programs at all not 
infrequently results from an inability on the part ot even 
loving relatives or friends to supply the care now provided by 
the state. 

The institutionalization of this difficult clientele, 
whether in state or privately operated residential programs, 
creates additional problems, unrelated to the disability or 
situation of those who are institutionalized. In 1961, socio
logist Erving Goffman wrote a frightening, Orwellian analysis 
of "totaln institutions, an analysis that remains substantially 
unrefuted, in which he documented the dysfunctional and degrad
ing impact of institutional needs on inmates. ll While there 
has been a shift away from an emphasis on the institutionaliza-
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tion of human service reci i . 
among the retarded and p ents 1n some areas, most notabl 
~ff-setting increase inn~f~:~t~~t~~V~nil~s, ~here has been -~n 
Ing homes and prisons. There is 1nstlt~t1ons, such as nurs-
~ver'tthat deinstitutionalizationac~~:~l~tlng evidence, more-
egra e the disabled into the ' IS, the effort to rein 

~enera~ed.a p~werful backlash ~~~e~:l ~ommun~ty, reCently has -
.arly 1ndlcatlons are that an " . Y ,e Wan1ng as a movement 
to,res~lt ~rom the backlash Wrllre1~stltut~onalizationn likel; 
pr1vatlzatlon, especially wh fre y h7avl~y on further 
bconverted to other Uses and ~~:t,~rm~r 1nstltutions have been 

anded. 1 ut10nal staff has been dis-

, Whether human services ar ' 
settIng or in the community the e d~llvered in a residential 
a me~sure of paternalism on'the y tYPlcally are accompanied by 
p:ovlders toward a clientel ,part of treatment-oriented 
~l~~ally impaired. This pa~e~~:r~=t~S gen:tically or situa
:~ lrectly or even SUbconSciously ;~ attltude, expressed 

lon that, because the provider ' 0 en em7rges in the convic
whatever the provider does is kno~s what 1S best for clients 
est, eve~ though what is done ~onefln th: clients' best inter-' 
the prov1der and the provider'~s 0 ten dlctated by the needs of 
about,ex~essive regimentation, f~;aff. Complaints of clients 
a~e dlsmlssed as frivolous b example, almost invariably 
~~~~t understandinq of the u~~:~~:biyhey flail to reflect suffi-

lone rea needs of the insti-

Another troubling aspect of ' 
rive~ from the professional status fP~~vlder paternalism de
ment, services. Challenges to a prov'd o~e Who,d:liver ntreat_ 
not 1nfrequently are Construed 0 1 er s decISlons on care 
people on the competence of as a~tacks by untutored lay 
most notorious for this defe~~~fesslona~ staff. Physicians are 
response among psychiatrists ve react70n, but it is a common 
selors and social workers E psychologlSts, therapists co un-
~~r~~rs in a residence or·ins~~~u~~~~P~~f~ssion~l, gene:al-care 

, erapy, despite the utter ab a provldes some form 
wlil s~m7times inVOke a Sort of ~~nce of ~ro~essional training 
any crltlcism of their actions. erapeutlc Immunity to counte; 

Thus, both the nature f th 
vices oftered make it diff' ItO 7 population and the ser
human serVices, Whether pu~~~ at tlmes to hold providers of 
for their actions When lC or private, fully acCOuntable 
Vices, public institution~o;ernment.monoPolized direct ser
developing self-critical sYS~!:sn;~~r.part~cu~arlY adroit in 

ldentlfYlng and responding 
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to the complaints of their clients. 12 Characteristically, ~t 
has required forces external to the system,.such a~ ~u~kraklng 
journalists, crusading reformers or ag~resSlve Pol~t~c:ans to 
uncover and remedy substantial ab~se~ ~n state fa~llltles an~ _ 
programs through media exposure, Judlclal proceedlngs or legls 
lative action. 

Contracting for services theoretically c~unters the 
obstacles to accountabili~y by creatin~ a sword ot Damocle~ out 
of the process for reviewlng and renewlng contra~ts. :et lt 
has already been seen that pbwerful pressures eXlst WhlCh make 
the threat of termination less than absol~te •. Mor 70ve:, there 
is every likelihood that the risk of termlnatlon.wlll lncre~se 
the private provider's anxiety to repress complalnts th~t mlqht 
jeopardize contract renewal if fully aired and shared w~t~ the 
supervising state agency. This suggests that accountab~llty 
may be even more difficult toensure.among pr~vat~ pr~v1ders of 
human services than it was when serVlces and 1nstltut1ons were 
government monopolies. 

The importance of accountability in the context of 
privatized human services is enhanced by the.v~gue unease gen
erated by the apparent conflict between prov1dlng.humane ser
vices to the weak and disabled and the need for r1gorous cost
effectiveness so essential to success in the cruel and demand
ing marketplace. The general public does not fret over .the 
possibility that governmental employees will.reduce :atlons or 
scrimp on institutional heat to.increase.thel~ salar1es or 
generate a profit; public salar1es are flxed 1n an ela~orate 
and eminently public process, and there are few known lnstances 
of a quest for "corporate" profit in ~he public sp~ere •. The 
fear in contemplating the private del1very of serV1ces 1S that 
austerity may be imposed to the detriment ~f.clie~ts to enh~nce 
the salaries or perquisites of company offlclals ~n nonp~oflt 
organizations or to benefit company stockholders ln proflt
making ones. From the petty machinations of Headmaster 
Wackford Squeers in Nicholas Nickleby to th7 fraudule~t career 
of Dr Bernard Bergman, the corrupt and convlcted nurslnq h~me 
magnate of New York State, our literatur7 ~nd history are rlch 
with scattered confirmations of our SUsp1c1ons. 

The possibility, the reality of holding ~rivate pr~
viders accountable for the services they deliver 1~ ~hat th1s 
study is all about. It attempts to measure the a~lllty of 
private entities, organized to deliv:r hu~an serv1ces, to hear 
and respond to the complaints of the1r cl1~nts, as well a~ the 
capacity of supervising governmental agencles to hold thelr 
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contractors accountable for answering effectively to the needs 
of their clientele. While it is appalling to realize the scant 
attention these issues have received to date, it is not en
tirely surprising. The explosion in the privatization of 
so~ial services has been virtually nOiseless. One looks in 
valn for a thoughtful policy analysis of privatization that 
c~refully weighs and balances the potential advantages and 
Pltfalls, the c~sts and Possible benefits of the development. 
Ferh~ps the deslre to avoid a confrontation with organized 
publlC employees, or the fact that privatization is more a case 
of seepage than organized movement, or the pervasive lack of 
a~areness of the extent of the phenomenon may explain the 
s~len~e. Whatever the cause, there has been virtually no pub
llC dlalog~e or debate on the pri~atization of the delivery of 
human servlces. Unfortunately, glven the robust dimensions of 
the development's growth, it now may be too late for such discussion and evaluation. 

One approach to graspinq the extent and tempo of the 
development of privatization in the human services is to look 
at the recent chronology, within a specific area ot human ser
Vices, of events and Circumstances that have caused or, at 
least, acc7lerated.recourse.to comm~nity providers by govern
mental Soclal servlce agenCles. OOlng so provides a focus not 
only for this initial discussion, but also for the entire study. 

Back round: Services for Children and Their Families 

It is not easy to sort out neatly and identify the 
caus;s unde7lying t~e creeping qrowth of contracting in chil
dren s servlces. Slnce the early 1960s, a variety of events, 
developments, changes and adjustments in the field have OVer
lapped to revise drastically service needs and delivery struc
tures. Generally, the result has been a much reduced depen
dence on large, state-operated and secure residential institu
tions ~nd the increased development of small, privately-run 
communlty-based residential facilities and outpatient programs. 

Some early momentum for change came from grOwing dis
satisfaction.with the juvenile justice system, established in 
~ost states ~n ~h7 early years of the twentieth century as an 
lndependent JUdlc1al process with unique rules granting virtu
ally absolute discretion to juvenile and family judges

Q 

The 
dissatisfaction came from two directions. Legal reformers were 
outraged at the deprivation of due process prevalent everywhere 
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in the discretionary functioning of juvenile courts; child care 
specialists were increasingly alarmed over the lumping together 
in prisons, training schools and reformitories of delinquent 
youngsters convicted of adult crimes and so-called status
offenders incarcerated for truancy, "waywardness" or "incor
riqibility." 

With financial and persuasive pressure from the fed
eral government, states undertook, first, to separate juvenile 
from adult offenders and, subsequently, youthful status offen
ders from delinquents. 13 Whatever the motivation, the result 
has been a larqely successful move to reserve traditional 
reformitories and training schools (which, for the most part, 
continue to be correctional warehouses despite the euphemistic 
titles) for youngsters guilty of bona fide crimes. Meanwhile, 
new programs, small in size, with roots in the community, began 
to emerge for status offenders. This process of reducing and 
changinq the nature of the population of institutions __ dein
stitutionalization -- has b~en underway slowly for some 14 
years in children's services.14 

Deinstitutionalization occurred on the heels of,and 
benefitted enormously from, the tremendous expansion in fed
erally supported social services during the era of the Great 
Society. Vast new undertakings in education (Head Start, spe
cial education), mental health (community mental health cen
ters), employment training (Job Corp and CETA), community 
organization (community action programs), and volunteer tech
nical assistance (VISTA) provided local funds and resources for 
a burgeoning network of community organizations concerned 
wholly or in part with children's needs and services. In re
sponse to federal agencies' solicitations for proposals and at 
the behest of management specialists both in and out of govern
ment, more and more assessments of community needs for chil
dren's services were conducted. Each award of funds was depen
dent on the identification of needs, and each new grant in
cluded money to identify still more needs. The result was a 
steadily mounting spiral of needs, funds and programs. 

This sudden expansion in the number of organizations 
and people involved in defining and delivering children's ser
vices, not surprisingly, led to a substantial increase in 
existing levels of awareness and knowledge about the range of 
problems affecting child~en. Educators began to understand and 
develop strategies for tackling learning disabilities; coun
selors and psychologists learned to identify and treat emo
tional difficulties more quickly and effectively; a shocked 
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public was awakened to the fri h ' 
and sexual abuse of children ,g tenlng extent of the physical 
meant that the number of Chil~~e~ur Socie~y~ All of this has 
as potential recipients of badl an~ famll~es now identified 
greater than it was 20 years a ~ nee ed ass~stance is Vastly 
over, turn out to be sin ular19 ~ The se~vIces required, more
through larqe, isolated iecureYi~~~~rr~~rlate for distribution 
sma~l, neighborhood-based programs 1 ~ :on~; ,w~at is needed are 
7nvIronment in which ex erim ' an . aCIlltles. This is the 
Istrators of children'sPserv~ntat~on WIth contracting by admin
struct~res,created to adminis~:: a as fl?uri~hed~ Bureaucratic 
found 1t dIfficult to adjust to th few InstItut10nal monoliths 
efforts of private providers tende~ ~ewbdemands. The initial 
and local. In some instances 0 e small, decentralized 
matured into thriving busines~ th~~e early beginnings have 
share of direct services in s es at now deliver the lion's 
later of this last developmen~~eb~tates. Mor 7 will be said 
n?te that the privatization Of'Ch,fdfor,now, 1~ is enough to 
~lvely recent development and I ren.s servIces is a rela-
Incredible Variety 15 Th one that 1S characterized by 

. • e extent of th t . , apparent from the description of . a var1ety w1ll become 
to hold them accOuntable that fOlf~~~~te programs and efforts 
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FOOTNOTES 

For the sake of clarity, this report will use the term 
Worganizations" when referring to privately run entities 
and endeavors, while reserving the term "agencies" for 
comparable public or governmental efforts. 

For example, Title IV-A of the 1967 amendments to the 
Social Security Act provided substantially increased fed
eral contributions to state and local agencies that con
tracted with private providers to deliver authorized ser
vices. 

Victor K. Heyman, "Government by Contract: Boon or 
Boner?" Public Administration Review, Spring, 1961 

A highly critical review of this development summariz~a its 
conclusions in its inflamatory title: The Shadow Govern
ment: The Government's Multi-billion-dolla~ Giveaway of 
Its Decision-making Powers to Private Manaqement Consul
tants, "Experts," and Think Tanks, Daniel Guttman and Barry 
Wilner, 1976. Ralph Nader provided an appropriately 
lugubrious introduction to the work. 

The principal distributor by far of this contractual 
largesse is the Department of Defense which lets well over 
$100 billion a year in prime contracts. For another muck
raking review of these developments, see John D. Hanrahan, 
Government by Contract, 1983. 

William Safire, in his February 19, 1984 column, "On Lan
guage," in the New York Times Magazine, p. 16, traces th~ 
origin of this appellation, which derives from the locatIon 
of so many consulting firms on the beltway surrounding 
Washington, D.C. 

At least one federal agency, the Department of Justice, ran 
a series of national conferences for state and local 
criminal justice executives in 1979-1981 on strategies for 
"cut-back management." Among the many strategies high
lighted during these conferences,one was expanded use of 
private contracting. The conferences were put together and 
conducted by a private training organi~ation under ~ont:act 
to the Department of Justice. EvaluatIon of the effectIve
ness of the training provided by the contractor was con
ducted by another research and evaluation organization also 
under contract to the Department of Justice. 
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8 There is a need to define terms: Within the context of 
this general discussion of contracting, "social services" 
includes broadly all those governmental activities unre
lated in federal budgetary terms to defense, entitlements 
or debt service. Thus, social services here includes an 
extremely wide array of goods and services. The social or 
human serv~ces that are the focus of this stUdy, however, 
m~y.be defIned more narrowly; they include the direct pro
VISIon of care, treatment and training or education to 
disadvantaged, disabled or troubled citizens. Such ser
vices may be provided in a residential setting or in 
community-based non-residential programs. 

9 O~e o~ the pr~vate organizations reviewed for this study 
dIstrIbutes lIberally pens stamped with the corporate name 
and the motto: "Hard Work: Low Pay: Miserable Condi
tions." There may be a bit of either reverse psychology or 
tongue-in-cheek in this, but the motto is broadly applic
able to employment in private providers of human services. 

10 An example will sUffice to illustrate the problem: A 9:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. work-day is often totally inappropriate 
for a community-based social services program; a work-day 
from 1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. is more reasonable. A newly 
organized private provider simply makes the latter schedule 
a condition of employment: the state agency probably cannot 
make the change without renegotiating the collective bar
gaining agreement and knows that any concession obtained on 
scheduling must be paid for with reCiprocal concessions. 

11 As lums: Essa s on the Social Situation of Mental Patients 
and Other Inmates, 1961. Goffman identified five cate
gories of total institutions that pretty well Cover the 
human services field, including those established for per
Sons felt to be both incapable and helpless, e.g., the 
blind, the aged, the orphaned, the indigent: those estab
lished for persons felt to be both incapable of caring for 
themselves and an unintended threat to the community, e.g., 
the mentally disabled; those organized to protect the com
munity against intentionally dangerous persons, e.g., con
victed offenders: those established to pursue more effi
ciently some worklike task, e.g., army barracks, boarding 
schools; and tho~e deSigned as retreats from the world, 
Such as monasterIes. At pp. 4-5. 
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surprisingly, more innovation in the dev:lopm:nt of-com-, 
plaint mechanisms has occurred probably ln prlsons than ln 
any other total institution. The development may be 
attributable to the militancy, the strident articulateness 
and the sheer litigiousness of prisoners, all of which have 
driven correctional administrators to experiment with par
ticipatory alternatives that are anathema to the adminis
trators of total institutions with more docile popula
tions. But even the efforts in corrections to create 
effective complaint mechanisms have been only marginally 
successful. See, for example, David D. Dillingham and 
Linda R. Singer, Complaint Procedures in Prisons and 
Jails: An Examination of Recent Experience, National 
Institute of Corrections, U. S. Department of Justice, 1980. 

Status offenders enjoy various designations around the 
country, all reflecting the conviction that they are "in 
need of supervision," whether they be called persons 
(PINS), children (CHINS), juveniles (JINS) or minors (MINS). 

The movement has grown by fits and starts in differing 
jurisdictions. Much of the anticipated reduction i~ the 
size of institutions, moreover, has been offset by lncreas
ing resort to incarceration of violent juvenile offenders 
by legislators and judges. 

There is a difference between privately operated and funded 
children's services, which have existed for well over a 
hundred years in many states, and services delivered by 
private providers under contract to state agencies. Two of 
the programs visited for this study, for example, had long 
histories as private organizations engaged in delivering 
children's services before they became private providers 
under contract to state agencies. This study is concerned 
only with the latter although its findings may be equally 
applicable to the former. 
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and one wilderness program. The size of reviewed programs 
ranged from a foster home for two youngsters to a self
contained treatment facility for 73 boys. Some facilities and 
programs were segreqated by sex, others were co-educational; 
some homes were only slightly less secure than state-operated 
training schools, others were completely open: some facilities 
were located in the heart of downtown Boston, at least one was 
situated deep in the woods of rural Rhode Island; some programs 
held on to clients for years, others for days; Some programs 
were residential only, some non-residential only and others were both. 

The organizational structure and history of the facil
ities and programs visited were equally rich. Some WeLe part 
of a sizeable private bureaucracy made up of as many as 15 
separate programs in two s~ates; some had been pione~rs in the 
development of community corrections; some were old-line reli
gious institutions now fully converted to state contracting; 
some preserved a piece of private funding to supplement their 
state contracts; some were part of a national corporate struc
ture operating in many states; most were non-profit but one was 
the local component of a nationally known profit-making corpo
ration: one was run jOintly by state and private management; 
one involved nothing more than a subcontracting family that 
took in two foster children: some contracted with only one 
state agency, others contracted with several: some contracted 
only with state agencies, two contracted with the federal 
government as well: some offered only one program or service; 
others offered a range of integrated and diversified services. 

This orqanizational welter was not the product of 
chance. Because the study represented a first effort to assess 
accountability mechanisms among private providers of social 
services, there was a strong desire to Observe a wide variety 
of privately run programs and facilities. It would be impos
sible to generalize about existing means for identifying and 
responding to complaints among the private providers of chil
dren's services without looking at the full gamut of available 
services. Moreover, any useful recommendations on ensuring 
accountability generally among private providers must obviously 
be applicable to a wide array of programs with vast differences 
of clientele, structure and services. Thus, variety was a 
basic cr iter ion for the selection of prog'rams and facilities for review. 

Because, moreover, the study was interested in the 
discovery and analysis of innovation rather than failure, the 
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FOOTNOTES 

For the sake of clarity, this report will use the term 
"organizations" when referring to privately run entities 
and endeavors, while ~eserving the term "agencies" for 
comparable public or governmental efforts. 

For example, Title IV-A of the 1967 amendments to the 
Social Security Act provided substantially increased fed
eral contributions to state and local agencies that con~ 
tracted with private providers to deliver authorized ser
vices. 

Victor K. Heyman, "Government by Contract: Boon or 
Boner?F. ?ublic Administration Review, Spring, 1961 

A highly critical review of this development surnmariz€d its 
conclusions in its inflamatory title: The Shadow Govern
ment: The Government's Multi-billion-dollar Giveaway of 
Its Decision-makinq Powers to Private Manaqe~ent Consul
tants, "Experts," and Think Tanks, Daniel Guttman and Barry 
Wilner, 1976. Ralph Nader provided an appropriately 
luqubrious introduction to the work. 

The principal distributor by far of tnis contractual 
largesse is the Department of Defense which lets well over 
$100 billion a year in prime contracts. For another muck
raking review of these developments, see John D. Hanrahan, 
Government by Contract, 1983. 

William Safire, in his February 19, 1984 column, "On Lan
guage," in the New York Times Magazine, p. 16, traces the 
oriqin of this appellation, which derives from the location 
of so many consulting firms on the beltway surrounding 
Washington, D.C. 

At least one federal agency, the Department of Justice, ran 
a series of national conferences for state and local 
criminal justice executives in 1979-1981 on strategies for 
"cut-back management." Among the many strategies hiqh
lighted during these conferences,one was expanded use of 
private contracting. The conferences were put together and 
conducted by a private training organization under contract 
to the Department of Justice. Evaluation of the effective
ness of the training provided by the contractor was con
ducted by another research and evaluation organization also 
under contract to the Department of Justice. 
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There is a need to define terms: Within the context of 
~his general discussion of contracting, "social services" 
~nclud7s broadly all those governmental activities unre
lated ln fed7ral budgetary terms to defense, entitlements 
or debt ser~~ce. Thus, social services here includes an 
extremely ~lde array of goods and services. The social or 
human serv~ces that are the focus of this study, however, 
m~y,be defIned more narrowly; they include the direct pro
V~slon of care, ~reatment and training or education to 
d~sadvantaged, dIsabled or troubled citizens. Such ser
Vlces may be provided in a residential setting or in 
community-based non-residential programs. 

O~e o~ the pr~vate organizations reviewed for this study 
dlstrlbutes llberally pens stamped with the corporate name 
a~d the motto: "Hard Work: Low Pay: Miserable Condi
tlo

ns
.", There m~y be,a bit of either reverse psychology or 

tongue-ln-cheek ~n thIS, but the motto is broadly applic
able to employment in private providers of human services. 

An example will suffice to illustrate the problem: A 9:00 
a.m. to 5:00,p.m. work-dar is often totally inappropriate 
for a communlty-based soclal services program; a work-day 
from ~:OO p.~. to 9:00,p.m. is more reasonable. A newly 
organl~e~ prlvate provlder simply makes the latter schedule 
a condltlon of employment; the state agency probably cannot 
ma~e.the change without renegotiating the collective bar
gaInlng agreement and knows that any concession obtained on 
scheduling must be paid for with reciprocal concessions. 

As lums: Essa s on the Social Situation of Mental Patients 
and Other Inmates, 1961. Goffman identified five cate
gories of total institutions that pretty well Cover the 
human services field, including those established for per
so~s felt to be both incapable and helpless, e.g., the 
b~lnd, the aged, the orphaned, the indigent; those estab
lIshed for persons f:lt to be both incapable of caring for 
themselves and,an unIntended threat to the community, e.g., 
the mentally dIsabled; those organized to protect the com
m~nity against intentionally dangerous persons, e.g., con
VIcted offenders; those established to pursue more effi
ciently some worklike task, e.g., army barracks, boarding 
schools; 8nd those designed as retreats from the world 
such as monaster ies. At pp. 4-5. ' 
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12 Surprisingly, more innovation in the development of-com
plaint mechanisms has oCcurred probably in prisons than in 
any other total institution. The development may be 
attributable to the militancy, the strident articulateness 
and the sheer litigiousness of prisoners, all of which have 
driven correctional administrators to experiment with par
ticipatory alternatives that are anathema to the adminis
trators of total institutions with more docile popula
tions. But even the efforts in corrections to create 
effective complaint mechanisms have been only marginally 
sUccessful. See, for example, David D. Dillingham and 
Linda R. Singer, Com laint Procedures in Prisons and 
Jails: An Examination of Recent Experience, National 
Institute of Corrections, U. S. Department of Justice, 1980. 

13 Status offenders enjoy various designations around the 
country, all reflecting the conviction that they are "in 
need of SuperviSion," whether they be called persons 
(PINS), children (CHINS), juveniles (JINS) or minors (MINS). 

14 The movement has grOWl) by fits and starts in differing 
juriSdictions. Much of the antiCipated reduction in the 
size of institutions, moreover, has been offset by increas
ing resort to incarceration of violent juvenile offenders by legislators and judges. 

15 There is a difference between privately operated and funded 
children's serVices, which have existed for w~ll over a 
hundred years in many states, and serVices delivered by 
private providers under contract to state agencies. Two of 
the programs visited for this study, for example, had long 
histories as private organizations engaged in delivering 
children's services before they became private providers 
under contract to state agencies. This study is concerned 
only with the latter although its findings may be equally applicable to the former. 
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and one wilderness program. The size of reviewed programs 
ranged from a foster horne for two youngsters to a self
contained treatment facility for 73 boys. Some facilities and 
programs were segreqated by sex, others were co-educational; 
some homes were only slightly less secure than state-operated 
training schools, others were completely open; some facilities 
were located in the heart of downtown Boston, at least one was 
situated deep in the woods of rural Rhode Island; some programs 
held on to clients for years, others for days; Some programs 
were residential only, some non-residential only and others were both. 

The organizational structure and history of the facil
ities and programs visited were equally rich. Some were part 
of a sizeable private bureaucracy made up of as many as 15 
separate programs in two states; some had been pioneers in the 
development of community corrections; some were old-line reli
gious institutions now fully converted to state contracting; 
Some preserved a piece of private funding to supplement their 
state contracts; some were part of a national corporate struc
ture operating in many states; most were non-profit but one was 
the local component of a nationally known profit-makinq corpo
ration; one was run jOintly by state and private manaqement; 
one involved nothing more than a subcontracting family that 
took in two foster children; some contracted with only one 
state agency, others contracted with several; some contracted 
only with state agencies, two contracted with the federal 
government as well; some offered only one program or service; 
others offered a range of integrated and diversified services. 

This orqanizational welter was not the product of 
chance. Because the study represented a first effort to assess 
accountability mechanisms among private providers of social 
services, there was a strong desire to observe a wide variety 
of privately run programs and facilities. It would be impos'. 
sible to generalize about existing means for identifying and 
responding to complaints among the private providers of chil
dren's services without looking at the full gamut of available 
services. Moreover, any useful recommendations on ensuring 
accountability generally among private providers must obviously 
be applicable to a wide array of programs with vast differences 
of clientele, structure and services. Thus, variety was a 
basic criterion for the selection of programs and facilities for review. 

Because, moreover, the study was interested in the 
discovery and analysis of innovation rather than failure, the 
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By contrast, the effort to develop standards for the 
operation of juvenile institutions and programs has had a 
broader focus. Because some of the impetus for developing 
child and foster care standards came from national associations 
and groups comprised substantially of privately operated and 
funded organizations, the resulting work has been more easily 
adaptable to the emerQing mix of public and private services. 
Unfortunately, guidelines requiring the development of account
ability mechanisms did not figure importantly in early compila
tions of standards for children's services. The rare refer
ences to complaint mechanisms tend to reflect the needs and 
experience of larqe institutions and serve primarily as devices 
for internal self-monitoring. The presence of standards, how
ever, often suggests the existence of an accreditation process, 
which, in this instance, led to the discovery of numerous 
samples of complaint mechanisms among private providers, the 
main features and weaknesses of which will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

The chief source of data for this study was neither 
literature nor standards, but rather a detailed review of ac
countability mechanisms in 16 private providers of children's 
services in the Commonwealth of MassachUsetts and the State of 
Rhode Island. The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services 
(DYS), which in 1970-73 became the first American juvenile 
correctional system to undertake the systematic de institution-
alization of its population, and the Rhode Island Department 
for Children and Their Families (DCF), created by statute in 
1979 to unify and upqrade a faltering system of state services 
for children, agreed to partiCipate in the study and grant 
access to their systems and providers. The cooperation of the 
Massachusetts agency makes available for review a relatively 
mature system of privatization, the one most firmly established 
among state agencies in the United States involved in the deli
very of children's service. The Rhode Island system, on the 
other hand, because it embraces a more varied range of services 
for children and their families, offers a broader variety of 
clientele and programs for review than does the Massachusetts 
DYS, which deals with adjudicated offenders. 

The material resulting from this inspection of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island private providers of children's 
services defies easy organization. The variety of programs and 
facilities observed was incredibly rich and included secure 
treatment facilities, community treatment facilities, group 
homes, shelter care programs, secure detention facilities, 
runaway proqrams, foster homes, outreach and tracking programs 
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and one wilderness program. The size of reviewed programs 
ranged from a foster home for two youngsters to a self
contained treatment facility for 73 boys. Some facilities and 
programs were segreqated by sex, others were co-educational; 
some homes were only slightly less secure than state-operated 
training schools, others were completely open; some facilities 
were located in the heart of downtown Boston, at least one was 
situated deep in the woods of rural Rhode Island; some programs 
held on to clients for years, others for days: some programs 
were residential only, some non-residential only and others 
were both. 

The organizational structure and history of the facil
ities and programs visited were equally rich. Some were part 
of a sizeable private bureaucracy made up of as many as 15 
separate programs in two states; some had been pioneers in the 
development of community corrections: some were old-line reli
gious institutions now fully converted to state contracting; 
some preserved a piece of private funding to supplement their 
state contracts; some were part of a national corporate struc
ture operating in many states; most were non-profit but one was 
the local component of a nationally known profit-making corpo
ration; one was run jointly by state and private management: 
one involved nothing more than a subcontracting family that 
took in two foster children; some contracted with only one 
state agency, others contracted with several; some contracted 
only with state agencies, two contracted with the federal 
government as well; some offered only one program or service; 
others offered a range of integrated and diversified services. 

This organizational welter was not the product of 
chance. Because the study represented a first effort to assess 
accountability mechanisms among private providers of social 
services, there was a strong desire to observe a wide variety 
of privately run programs and facilities. It would be impos
sible to generalize about existing means for identifying and 
responding to complaints among the private providers of chil
dren's services without looking at the full gamut of available 
services. Moreover, any useful recommendations on ensuring 
accountability generally among private providers must obviously 
be applicable to a wide array of programs with vast differences 
of clientele, structure and services. Thus, variety was a 
basic criterion for the selection of progTams and facilities 
for review. 

Because, moreover, the study was interested in the 
discovery and analysis of innovation rather than failure, the 
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- The variety of potential complaints among clients of 
private providers of children's services contributes substan
tially to the confusion. There are at least five broad cate
gories of grievances that are likely to arise among youngsters in a residential program: 

1. Physical or sexual abuse: Virtually every state
wide system for children's services has instituted procedures, 
applicable in both state-run and private facilities, to root 
out instances of habitual or occasional physical or sexual 
abuse of youngsters by staff. In most systems, however, there 
is considerably more ambiguity about how to handle the abuse of youths by fellow residents. 

2. Disci line and inter- ersonal relations with 
staff: This category includes those rules and procedures for 
ensuring control and discipline that exist in every residential 
program and covers everything from the use of phYSical re-
straint to the way staff address reSidents. Complaints in this 
category focus most often on the appropriateness and the fair
ness of restrictions or the loss of privileges imposed on 
clients by institutional or program staff. 6 

3. Placement: Youngsters and their surrogates Some
times contest the appropriateness of initial or continued 
placement in programs, or termination of participation in a 
particular program. In some states, either placement in or 
withdrawal from one's home or a community setting may be cause 
for complaint. Usually, but not always, these deCiSions are 
made by a state agency independently of private prOViders, and 
most procedures deSigned to respond to this type of complaint are operated by the state. 

4. Treatment-related issues: This category of com
plaints applies to efforts to plan for and provide therapy, 
counseling, and other Psychological treatment to youngsters. 
Frequently the most important issue in this category for insti
tutionalized clients is the determination of when and how often 
they may have viSits home. Complaints relative to the adequacy 
and quality of treatment services also are included in this category. 

5. Program-related issues: All of the mundane rUles, 
procedures and services related to a specific facility or pro
qram, as well as the way in which these are applied to indi
vidual clients, fall into this category, which includes com
plaints about everything from food to bed-time, visiting regu-
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- lations, the lack of adequate recreational facilities _or oppor
tunities, etc. These sorts of complaints are grist for the 
mill of an internal grievance mechanism and represent the over
whelming majority of all complaints expressed by clients. They 
also are the complaints most likely to be dismissed by staff 
and administrators as frivolous and to be left unaddressed. 
Systems for dealing with these kinds of complaints are often ad 
hoc, informal and grossly inadequate. 

Obviously this typology of potential complaints is not 
unique to children's services; it could be applied almost as 
well to nursing homes, hospitals, institutions for the mentally 
disabled, homes for the retarded or any other facility or pro
gram for the delivery of human services. Equally obviously, 
much of the description and analysis that follows is applicable 
to private providers in fields other than children's services. 
The problem of accountability, while it may vary somewhat 
accordinq to the services provided and the clientele served, is 
essentially the same in all of the human services. This, inci
dentally, is true whether the governmental agency contracting 
for services is a federal, state or local entity. Privatiza
tion of human services is expanding rapidly at every level of 
government. 

Two final characteristics of the client population 
that is the object of this study need to be noted before plung
ing into a discussion of accountability mechanisms. One is the 
wide diversity in the level of sophistication of clients of 
children's services. The age of interviewed clients, for 
example, ranged from eight to 18. Some interviewees were 
illiterate, while others were enrolled in college courses. I 
found one lO-year-old who might qualify easily as a jailhouse 
lawyer. Some older residents, on the other hand, were vir
tually mute. This mixture poses a severe challenge to the 
design of effective accountability mechanisms because it limits 
reliance on client-initiated processes for identifying and 
pursuing grievances. If some clients are incapable of articu
lating their complaints or are too intimidated to do so, then 
accountability requires the development of some effective means 
of reaching out to include them. 

The second characteristic to be noted also affects the 
design of appropriate accountability measures. With the excep
tion of interviewing and research in adult prisons and jails, I 
have never encountered another population among which distrust 
of staff is so pervasive. Evident especially among older 
youngsters with long exposure to state-provided juvenile ser-
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FOOTNOTES 

Two court cases involving state-run facilities for chil
dren, Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373 (M.D.Ala. 1972) 
and Morales v. Turman, 364 F. SUpPa 166 (E.D.Tex. 1973), 
inspired considerable legal comment on judicial efforts to 
hold malfunctioning bureaucracies accountable for the 
implementation of comprehensive remedies. The federal 
court in Alabama created a controversial "human rights 
committee" to oversee implementation of changes in state 
facilities for the mentally disabled, primarily juveniles; 
the court in Texas appointed an ombudsman to monitor com
pliance of the state juvenile system with mandated re
forms. These extraordinary judicial devices were created 
to correct abuses in particularly egregious state-operated 
institutions and have little applicability here. 

JUdicial findings and media exposes led in the 1970s to the 
development of a variety of procedures and offices for 
monitoring the operations of state-run facilities for chil
dren, such as the New York State ombudsman program for 
juvenile institutions (now defunct) and the Minnesota cor
rectional ombudsman. These same developments led, in a 
number of states, to the creation of advocacy groups, 
offices, or individuals to represent institutionalized 
children and to monitor agency handling of allegations of 
institutional abuse. More will be said of these efforts 
later; all were designed as watchdogs of public agencies 
and institutions. 

Seen but Not Heard: A Survey of Grievance Mechanisms in 
Juvenile Correctional Institutions, J. Michael Keating, 
Jr., et ale prepared for the Institute of JUdicial Adminis
tration and the American Bar Association, October, 1974. 

See, e.g., Allen F. Breed, "Administering Justice: Imple
mentation of the California Youth Authority's Grievance 
Procedure for Wards," 10 Loyola of Los An~eles Law Review 
113 (1976): J. Michael Keating, Jr., "Arb1tration of 
Grievance Procedures," 30 Arbitration Law Journal 177 
(1975): and John R. Hepburn, James H. Laue and Martha L. 
Becker, To Do Justice: An Analysis of Inmate Grievance 
Resolution Procedures, prepared for the National Institute 
of Justice of LEAA, 1978. 
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Appendix A contains a description of eacn of the facilit' 
and pr~grams v~sited and a brief list of the accountabil~~s 
~echan~sms ava1lable in each. Appendix B. provides the y 
lnter~lew protocol used during the visits, including the 
q~estlons posed,t~ each constituency. The original inten
t10n was to adm1nlster a q~estionnaire to clients in each 
prog~am, but th7 age and Ilteracy of clients made adminis
trat10n of the lnstrument logistically unfeasible. To 
compensate for los~ ~f the questionnaire, more client 
interviews than or1glnally scheduled were conducted. 

This i~ not to suggest that financial integrity and cost
effect1ve~e~s are not e~tremely important aspects of 
accountablilty. They slmply are not the focus of th' study. 1S 

The complaint I,he~rd most,frequently from clients during 
my survey feel 1ndlrectly lnto this cateqory' it dealt with 
~he double ~tandard applied by staff to hous~ rules govern
lng such th1ngs as smoking, language, feet on the furni
tur7 , etc. Staff enforc7d such rules rigorously against 
res1dents, so the compla1nt went, while regularly violating 
them themselve~. Each such complaint, it need hardly be 
added, ~a~ del1vered with a strong measure of resentment 
and cyn1clsm. 
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Chapter III 

ACCOUNTABILITY IN MASSACHUSETTS 

The Massachusetts Department of Youth Services traces 
its lineage to the opening in 1847 of the Lyman School for 
~oys, one of the first institutions exclusively for juvenile 
offenders in the United States. That event, confirmed by the 
establishment of a juvenile court system in 1906, marked the 
beginning of the creation within the Commonwealth of a separate 
track of treatment for youthful offenders. The post-World War 
II years brought a period of expansion and frequent structural 
adjustment for the present department's predecessors that gave 
way by the 1960s to increasing concern Over harsh conditions in 
the department's now numerous institutions. A riSing tide of 
public and legislative criticism led to the reSignation of the 
long-time administrator in 1969, clearly a waterShed year for 
the department, during Which, in addition to the departure of 
the old director, a new structural entity, now formally deSig
nated as the Department of Youth Services, was created by 
statute and Jerome G. Miller was appointed as the new agency's first Commissioner. 

Frustrated in meeting his mandate to reform institu
tional conditions, the new CommiSSioner, amidst a swirl of 
contro~ersy, p:oceeded in short order to close down five major 
state lnstltutlons and three county training schools. While 
much of the rest of the nation debated politely the evils of 
over-reliance on the institutionalization of juveniles, 
Massachusetts suddenly found itself deinstitutionalized The 
wrenches involved in that administrative coup d'etat ha;e never 
been forgiven or forgotten in the Commonwealth. When the con
vulsion was over, institutions were largely gone, as was Com
missioner Miller, and a wild scramble was underway to develop 
community-based reSidences and programs for youngsters. In 
1974, legislation transferred jurisdiction over status offen
ders out of DYS, le~ving the department with a substantially 
reduced population, consisting almost exclusively of adjudicated delinquents. 

In the aftermath of deinstitutionalization, DYS was 
virtually reconstituted. The abrupt change in the structure of 
service delivery from an institutional to a community base 
could not be carried out with existing resources. With gener
ous financial support from a then flush Law Enforcement ASsis
tance Administration of the U. S. Department of Justice, DYS 
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reached out frantically-to private providers in the general 
community to deliver a wide range of services. The department, 
tQgether with state purchasing and budgeting agencies

r 
scurried 

to develop appropriate regulations and procedures to meet the 
new situation and impose a measure of control Over the movement 
even as it developed and accelerated. By 1979, DYS was 
struggling to manage over 130 contracts with private providers; 
the contracting office within the department employed 17 
workers and was empowered, uniquely, to overobligate departmen
tal funds. That same year marked a peak in the chaos and un
ruliness attendant on the growth of privatization in DYS; 
thereafter, departmental managers began successfully to reor
ganize, consolidate and control the wild proliferation of pro
viders and provider contracts. 

Durinq the past tumultuous decade the framework for 
the care and treatment of juvenile offenders in Massachusetts 
has been radically restructed. Completely gone are the large 
old reformitories and training schools. DYS currently runs a 
forestry camp for boys with a capacity of 50 beds; the next 
largest facility in the department can handle a maximum of only 
28 boys for limited periods. Of the some 40 residential faci
lities and programs in the state, only eight have a capacity of 
over 18 youngsters; the typical residential program today, 
whether a treatment, detention, group care or shelter facility, 
inclUdes no more than 12 residents. In the world of juvenile 
corrections, small may not be beautiful, but it is, in the 
consensus of virtually every expert in the field, better. How 
much better depends, of course, on the ability of administra
tors and staff, now largely employees of private providers 
rather than the state, who run these residential programs for 
the department. 

What all of this means is that deinstitutionalization 
has not ended the use of institutions for juvenile otfenders in 
Massachusetts. Rather, the change has resulted in an institu
tional restructuring that replaces traditional training schools 
with small, urban-centered residential programs, often inte
grated with community-based edUcational, vocational employment 
and treatment resources. Massachusetts, moreover, no less than 
other states, has witnessed recently the increased public out
rage over juvenile crime and experienced a growing demand for 
stricter sanctions with the inexorable pressure for greater use 
of incarceration. So far, the department has met much of this 
demand by relying on the private sector to set up and operate 
more small residential faCilities, although the pressure on DYS 
to build or acquire new institutions of its own has been in
tense and irresistible. 
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A second remarkable change, reflecting-more closely 
the intended impact of deinstitutionalization, is the extent to 
which much of the DYS population is no longer institutionalized 
at all. One by-product of the restructuring of the department 
was the evolution of a model, called "outreach and tracking," 
for the provision of intense supervision and increased services 
for adjudicated youngsters in the community. The model pro
vides for close monitoring according to a prearranged schedule 
of meetings and phone calls of youths who live at home, in a 
foster home or independently. The model was pioneered by a 
private organization, the Community Aftercare Program, whose 
present descendant, the Key Program, runs similar or related 
programs in some 200 Massachusetts communities. A number of 
variants of this model allows the overwhelming bulk of the 
population supervised by DYS to remain firmly rooted in the 
community. 

The department's effort beginning in 1979 to consoli
date and systemize contracting has reduced chaos to order. A 
streamlined contracts office manages the department's purchase 
of services under taut requlations developed by the Executive 
Office for Administration and Finance for all of the Common
wealth's human service agencies. In addition, financial 
arrangements with providers are subject to individual review 
and general oversight by the Rate Setting Commission, which 
establishes fixed rates of compensation for "units of service" 
for all social services providers under contract to the Common-
wealth. 

One strikinq aspect of the department's consolidation 
effort has been its impact on providers. The number of service 
contracts awarded by the department was reduced by nearly half 
to under 75, in part to realign contracts with the new regional 
organization of the department and in part to weed out marginal 
performers. The result is that fewer contractors are providing 
more servicese Among the 40 private providers currently work
ing for DYS, eight account for 50 per cent of all existing 
contracts (37 of 73 contracts).l While this does not yet 
represent a stampede in the direction of oligopoly, it is a 
trend that bears watching- We probably should not be surprised 
that the privatization of social services assumes a shape so 
characteristic of privatization in other fields unrelated to 
human services. One curious note to this development is its 
occurrence despite the department's inability to do business 
with profit-making contractors. 2 Non-profit organizations, 
it appears, respond no less than their profiteering kin to the 
call of the marketplace. 
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. . There is a final need t . 
prlvatlzation in some sort f 0 put thlS trend toward 
pushing on to the issue of ~cc~udget~r¥ perspective before 
of c~ntracting in 1979, DYS hasuntablllty. Since consolidation 
pro~lders for between 60 and 65 ~:~ved as a conduit to private 
to lt by the Commonwealth In d ts of every dollar allocated 
n~w ~rown to $30 million ~nnual~ epartme~tal budget that has 
mllll~n goes each year to riv y, app~oxlmately $18 or $19 
to c~lldren under contractPto ;~; provlders of social services 
remalned relatively constant • That percentage has 
stakes, then, in holdin . over the past five years The 
their activities are su~si~~vt~tle providers accountabl; for la • 

in . ~ccountability, for the purposes varletles: of this study, comes 

. 1. Accountability f h 
Vlces provided: does whatev or t e eff7ctiveness of the ser-
:eally work? The measure Ofer the ~rovlder do for the client 
ls.recidivism, expressed usua~i~e~~l~e~ess applied most often 
qUlckly a youngster exposed to elms of how often and how 
rehabilitative influence . the department's purportedly 
she ~s "released." Recid~~T:~t:ssome new offense once he or 
has ~ts detractors since rehabilitat~easure of effectiveness 
e~:slve goal.in both juvenile and :d~~~ has pro!en an extremely ( 
Vl ers, publlC or private 1 . correctlons. Few pro
rehabilitative formula- m~sta~ cI~~m to possession of any sure 
quent youth simply do ~hat th rOVl ers of services to del in
Providers and critics of re .~~ ~an and hope for the best 
ness.p~int to advances in s~~o~~~sm as a meas~r7 ~f effective-
speclflc vocational skill th ng, the acqulSltlon of a 
accumulation of a small f! e.procurement of a job and the 
real' t' lnanclal stake as .1S lC measures of their work ... more meaningful and 
domlnate as a measure of ~ Recldlvlsm continues to 
side both tradition and t~CCompllshment because it has on its 
tude, a tough combination teoadPpearance of quantitative certi-epose. 

Recidivism may have its w 
effectiveness of services provid deaknesses as a measure of the 
lea~t it is a measure of some s e to tro~bled children, but at 
dellvery of services, for exam ~!t. Provlders.involved in the 
the old, to the mentally disabled' to the termlnally ill, to 
have no such measure at all Th' and to the retarded often 
core problems of social • . lS, of course, is one of the 
hum serv lces· we know s l' an psyche and physique and th~i .0 lttle about both 
u~derstand what works and wh . r operatlons.that we rarely 
flts uneasily in an institutroltlworks~ The Ilttle we do know 

na settlng, which frequently has 
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a damaging dynamic all its own. The result is that there are 
few universally accepted standards for judging with any measure 
of accuracy the effectiveness of human services. This study, 
obviously, is not prepared to tackle so quixotic an endeavor as 
attempting to define such standards. 

. 2. Accountability for the expenditure of funds: 
Contracts for services require providers to deliver enumerated 
programs for specified sums of money, expressed typically in 
the contracts under scrutiny in this stUdy in terms of a daily 
rate paid for care in a residential setting delivered to youth
ful clients of DYS by the hired providers. The auditing 
measures established by state agencies to ensure that contrac
tors expend state-provided funas for authorized purposes only 
and in accordance with submitted budget estimates, likewise, 
are not the object of this study. This is not to suggest that 
auditing practices and procedures are unimportant; they fre
quently provide the first clue to a provider's difficulties, 
whether caused by mismanagement or fraud, that can have a 
direct and devastating impact on clients, and no governmental 
aqency can hope to utilize contractors wisely without an ela
borate auditing process. Because recoqnition of the need for 
effective auditing systems is so prevalent, however, and the 
knowledge for creating them readily available, this study 
elects to pass over this particular accountability measure to 
focus on another, the need for which is generally unappreciated 
and about which there is so little understanding. 

3. Accountability for the delivery of services in a 
professional and humane manner: This measure looks at whether 
a provider actually delivers general and specialized care com
petently and in a way that respects the individual integrity 
and diqnity of each client. Assuming that the outcome of the 
services rendered, however that may be defined, is at least 
acceptable and assuming, further, that the provider is at least 
marginally proficient and honest with public funds, how do we 
ensure that private providers, for whatever motive, do not 
abuse, mistreat, harm, tyrannize, intimidate or neglect the 
old, the sick, the mentally disabled and the young entrusted to 
their care? It is this measure of accountability that the 
special nature of the typical human services clientele and the 
professional and institutional paternalism of providers make so 
hard to faShion and implement. Yet, accountability in this 
regard is, perhaps, the most essential measurement of all. 

The Massachusetts DYS provides this last sort of ac
countability in a process so fragmented and diverse it can 
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hardly be called a system for accountability at all. Because 
the fragments tend to coalesce at different levels an~ places 
among the involved entities, the framework for the ensuing 
analysis will focus on the primary location of each separate 
accountability mechanism. Thus, some of the fragments exist 
and may operate in private prOViders, while others may be 
located primarily in the supervisory state agency (DYS) or in 
state agencies other than DYS or, finally, in a potpourri of 
governmental and public forums external both to providers and 
executive agencies. From the descriptions that follow, it will 
become clear that Some of the described mechanisms overlap in a 
variety of ways that defy the neat compartments catalogued 
here. For example, most accountability measure~ within DYS, 
although designed and operated by the department for depart
mental purposes, require providers to submit reports, forms and 
other data in order to function. The categories Simply suggest 
the primary locus for mech~nisms that often require input from 
a variety of organizational and agency levels. 

A. Provider Mechanisms for Accountabillty: 

With the exception of one outreach and tracking pro
gram in Massachusetts, all of the facilities visited for this 
project were total institutions; they all provided reSidential 
care for troubled youngsters deemed to be in need of Supervised 
treatment and care. Whether placed in a foster horne or in a 
large group care facility, the young DYS clients, in some 
sense, were isolated from their normal community environment 
while contractors exercised extensive control over them and 
offered various forms of assistance. 

Inevitably, given the intense nature of the relation
ship between clients and providers, the accountability mecha
nisms established by providers are fundamentally important. 
Providers supply several such mechanisms, a description of 
which follows, although they rarely think of them as account
ability mechanisms at all: 

1. Informal procedures: Although written formal 
complaint mechanisms were virtually unknown among prOViders, 
they all possessed some sort of informal system for processing 
grievances. Everywhere, interviewed staff and residents re
ported that unresolved complaints, brought initially to a child 
care worker or some other member of the line staff, could be 
appealed informally to a supervisor, to an administrator and, 
finally, to the director of the program or residence. In view 
of the small size of the facilities and programs operated by 
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providers,- the hierarchical organizational structure prevalent 
among them and the extremely high ratio of staff to clients,3 
the evolution of this type of informal, multi-tiered procedure 
was probably inevitable. It is axiomatic among knowledgeable 
designers of institutional grievance mechanisms that the 
smaller the size of a facility and the higher the staff
resident ratio, the less the need for and incidence of, struc
tured, formal grievance procedures. 

All of the administrators and staff interviewed evalu
ated their informal processes for the handling of complaints as 
entirely adequate. Most could cite some examples of specific 
complaints dealt with expeditiously by this means. All ex
pressed themselves certain that youngsters knew about and used 
the informal processes often. Some lamented that residents 
occasionally abused informal processes by attempting to avoid 
some levels of review or to "jump channels." Staff indicated 
that whenever a complaining client skirted an appropriate indi
vidual or level, he or she invariably was directed to the 
by-passed step. Finally, some administrators admitted candidly 
that they rarely would reverse the resolution of a complaint 
formulated by a subordinate staff member because to do so would 
undermine staff's authority. 

The complaints submitted to this informal process 
tended most often to involve minor discipline, i.e., the impo
sition by staff of local, brief punishments or restrictions for 
minor infractions of the "institutional penal code." Even when 
discipline was not involved, complaints funnelled through this 
informal system usually concerned the way in which staff 
applied program rules and regulations to individual youths. 
The grist for this complaint mechanism, then, was the daily, 
grinding interaction between staff and youngsters. 

The perceptions of clients about this informal process 
differed sharply from those of staff. Almost always the 
clients focused on the attitude and behavior of one or two 
specific staff members, whose treatment of clients was viewed 
as arbitrary, capricious and disrespectful. Clients expressed 
the conviction that complaints pursued through this channel 
about such staff members were rarely, if ever, acted upon. 
Supervisors and administrators were perceived as totally un
willing to uphold clients against staff even when it was 
apparent that staff had acted unprofeSSionally and exercised 
poor judgment. Not all, but most youngsters expressed the 
conviction that complaints about house rules or resources ex
pressed throuqh informal channels were heard willingly enough, 
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but rarely, if eyer, did they produce any acceptable resolution 
that was actually implemented. Because this was their- experi
ence with informal processes recounted by most reSidents, they 
tended to characterize such mechanisms as "useless," and a 
"waste of time." The cynicism implicit in this judgment was 
strongest among older clients with long exposure to DYS insti
tutions and programs and may have reflected either growing 
personal alienation or legitimate frustration with the repeated 
shortcomings of the system. 

For all of their complaints about informal mechanisms, 
residents confessed readily to a knowledge of the existence and 
operation of these processes. Clearly, too, clients had easy 
access to supervisors, administrators and even the directors of 
programs, and most cited such access as their first recourse in 
the event of any sort of serious problem with rules or staff's 
application of rules to them. 

2. Formal procedures: Three of the facilities 
visited in Massachusetts, the only three of all 16 facilities 
and proqrams reviewed for the study, possessed a formal, writ
ten grievance procedure. 4 The procedure, adopted during an 
accreditation process to meet American Correctional Association 
standards, was little more than a formal version of the infor
mal process described above. Under the procedure, an aggrieved 
resident, failinq to resolve his complaint with a staff member 
informally, can obtain the assistance of a representative on 
the resident committee, a sort of house council, and seek to 
work out a resolution formally with the involved staff member. 
In the event of failure, the resident submits a written com
plaint to the staff member's supervisor, who is obligated to 
hold an adversarial hearing within five days and furnish a 
written response with reasons within two days of the hearing. 
If still unsatisfied, the grievant may submit an appeal in 
writing to the proqram director, who, at his or her discretion, 
may repeat the adversarial hearing and, again, must render a 
decision in writing within two days. 

The merits of this particular procedure are irrelevant 
for the purposes of this study because the process is not 
used. Neither staff nor residents could recall a single in
stance in which the written procedure had been invoked. Inter
viewed residents were startled to learn of its existence, 
despite the fact that the policy embodying the procedure was 
posted prominently on the main and highly visible bUlletin 
board in each of the three facilities. 
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In all three of these programs, the informal.process 
was readily available; all had ten or fewer residents: all 
allowed residents daily access to supervisors and the direc
tor. There was no perceived need for following an elaborate 
process involving the preparation of written complaints and the 
holding of adversarial hearings when a resident could corner 
the director in the hallway and get a response almost in
stantly. The only value served by such a process would be to 
document efforts to seek relief for some reviewing body, but 
under the terms of the policy, the director's decision was 
final; the procedure called for no reviews at corporate or 
state aqency levels e 

3. Open-door policy: This avenue for the expression 
of grievances is included with some misgIVIngs. Not only is 
the term redolent of the hypocrisy of much of industrial man
aqement in the 1930's, it is also, to some extent, repetitious 
of the first accountability mechanism described above. It is 
included here because interviewed youngsters repeatedly ex
pressed their conviction that they have remarkably free and 
easy access to the people who run their programs. Coming from 
clients, this is encouraging confirmation of the ability of 
existing informal procedures to allow the expression of com
plaints. 

4. Case-management process: In response both to 
court and professional child care requirements, an elaborate 
system for the diagnosis and treatment of youngsters has 
evolved in OYS and other agencies involved in children's ser
vices around the country. This system typically inVOlves a 
multi-disciplinary team of experts in psychology, vocational 
training, education and child care that initially evaluates the 
vocational and therapeutic needs of an individual youth and 
prescribes a regimen of services to meet those needs. Progress 
in following the recommended regimen is reviewed periodically 
by caseworkers for the state agency or the private provider or 
both. Ideally, both the affected youngster and his or her 
family participate in the planning and at least some of the 
reviews. 

The treatment approach encountered most frequently in 
the facilities and programs visited for this study was reality 
therapy,S often in combination with a patina of behavioral 
modification in the form of contracting within a multi-tiered 
framework of enhanced privileges and status, rewarding positive 
behavior. Planning and contracting toqether generate a process 
heavily freighted with paperwork and a multiplicity of 
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t~e,provider will meet ~n a sc~:~r~er or ~oun~elor employed by 
sImIlarly meetings with famil u ~d basIS wIth each client; 
state agency may be SCheduledY °tr WIth a ~aseworker from the 

a regular Intervals. 
When it works, the case man 

OPP?rtunities for youngsters and the~gement process presents 
theIr complaints about the s ' lr surrogates to express 
inter' d erVlces of provid . Vlewe directors of privat ' ers. Many of the 
st~ong reliance on case managem:nirovld~rs expressed their 
clIents', and particularly parents,meetlngS,fOr surfaCing 
sters, parents and agency COYS) , complaInts. When young-
lthe,meetings can be especially u~:~e~o:kers all p~rticipate, 
utlon, as well as the ex . u In enCOuragIng the reso-

c~seworker, as an agent oir~~:lon, of,c~mplaints. The DYS 
vld:s a powerful incentive for :~pervl~lng state :ntity, pro
plaInts raised either by youth cce~s,ul resolutIon of corn-

s or t elr parents in conferences. 
The weakness of this . 

prac~i~e to which departmentaIP~~~ess IS the limited extent in 
p~rtlclpate in Scheduled meetings eworkels and parents actually 
WIldly among programs and with' ' an OCcurrence that varies 
c~seworkers and parents. The d~~·~rograms~ among individual 
fled ~ost often by administrato:s t~~ulty ~Ith parents identi
organIzations was not the problem fd Soc~al w~rkers of priVate 
ances expressed on behalf of th ' 0 h~eallng wIth the griev
the parents involved in some po:t~,c Ildren~ but simply getting 
tr~atment and care. According to ~v~ wa~ WIth youngsters' 
ClIents, regularly Scheduled meeti ln ervlewed staf~ and 
caseworkers, youngsters and pa tng~ between provIder and DYS 
ception rather than the norm r;n s ave proven to be the ex-
of such meetings tends to be·th v~~ when t~ey occur, the focus 
youths, some of whom report hes~t :rap:utlc,p:ogress of 
lest they be perceived as unrep attlo

t
n In VOICIng grievances 

en an and unreformed. 
" At best, then, the case m 

Ilmlted USe as a means for id t'fa~agement process is of only 
:ffective responses. The cas:n 

1 Ylng complaints and ensuring 
Intended to serVe as a gri management process was never 
usefulness for such a purp~~:nc~ Pf~cedure, and its limited 

s ou not be surprising. 
5. Assi nment of a ' 

worker to each client: Most ~~me counse~or or child care 
each youngster in their pr p l~ate proVIders make Sure that 
work ogram IS aSSiqned to . , , er, Counselor, advocate or child a SpecIfIC case-
w~th that youngster at least weekI fcare w~r~er, who meets 
tIme to determine whether the cl' Y
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ticular difficulties or problems. So long as a youngs~er's 
problems do not involve the very caseworker or child care 
worker assiqned, this measure assures each youth of a regular 
opportunity to express complaints to a statf member. Inte~
viewed clients down-played the importance of this opportunity 
and viewed the arrangement as a normal, functioning part of the 
informal process within a program for handling complaints. It 
simply provided access to the informal process on a regular 
schedule. 

6. Regularly scheduled house or residence meetings: 
All five of the group care facilities visited in Massachusetts 
(as opposed to the detention facility, the foster home and the 
outreach and tracking program) featured regularly scheduled 
meetings of all residents, the director and other available 
staff. The meetinqs occurred weekly in most programs; the 
agenda was relatively free flowing, and complaints about rules, 
regulations and resources, if not encouraged, were widely 
tolerated. One program allowed clients to raise any subject or 
complaint at the weekly meeting, providing only that the names 
of allegedly offensive staff were not used by carping resi
dents. This allowed the program director to return to staff 
with general admonitions not couched in specific allegations 
against anyone individual. 

Staff and clients alike had mixed reactions to the 
usefulness of these house meetings. Several interviewees could 
recall specific policies or conditions rectified as a result of 
complaints repeatedly raised in these meetings. In one pro
gram, persistent complaints at weekly meetings led to the dis
charge of a particularly gross cook. On the other hand, the 
meetings could be cantankerous affairs and, in some programs, 
staff were happy to find excuses to cancel or postpone them. 
Clients found the meetings generally useful especially as a 
place to articulate grievances with support from other resi
dents, but some complained that the issues raised at meetings 
frequently were not resolved expeditiously. On further prob
ing, it turned out that these unredressed issues most often 
involved the expenditure of funds for such thinqs as more and 
better food, cooking equipment, recreational equipment and 
weekend excursions. The "indifference" of staff to these com
plaints often reflected the fiscal reality of extremely tight 
budgets. 

These convocations of the full house membership served 
both therapeutic and managerial functions. Savvy program 
directors used them to inform, to anticipate probl~ms, to 
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part~clpatory management and res ,a~d,to foster a sense of 
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7. Resident councils. T 
study possessed a framework foe l~o programs visited for the 
~nagement of their residencesri c ~~nt~' participation in the 
tlve committee, a body com os n e, orm of a resident execu
m:asure of control Over ho~see~pof ~~lent~ and entrusted with a 
tles, the machinery for clien era lons. In both facili-
repair, and the committe t management was in some dis-
of revival and cited thee~a~~refla~~elY moribund. Staff talked 
reason for the committees' c 0 c lent,leadership as principal 
pres~ed indifference to the ~~~ent declIne. Resi~ents ex
c~mmltte7s and looked to the we:~~e ~f the for~allties of the 
Slon of ISsues important to them. youse meetIngs for discus-

, The constant turnover in s 
t~e maIntenance of a resident co ~ small a population makes 
s~z: of the programs, both have uncII structure difficult. The 
mIlItates against a re resen ,ten or ~ess residents, also 
cine h~s direct access io the t~~~:~ ::chIn7r y ; after all, every
the rIght to participate directl ' ecutIve of the program and 
council idea may simply be r d ~ In ~eekly meetings. The 

e un ant In so small a universe. 
8. Provider board of d' 

non-profit provider of servi lrectors: Virtually every 
of ~irectors recruited from ~~~ =~~~ts a large ~nd v~ried group 
assl~t the profesSional staff in th s of communIty lIfe to 
rUnnIng of the orqanization S e development, funding and 
encouraged to participate a~tiv~~e ~uch boa:ds of directors are 
or the corporate provider to visit l~ t~~,l~fe of the program 
staff and clients, to evaluate a d ~c~ ItIes, to talk with 
they do so, directors can becam n crItIque programs. When 
re~dy tO,hear and investigate t~ea US~iUI "outside n resource, 
raIsed wIth them by staff d ,pro ems and complaints 
model for a board of direc~~rsr7sldents., Unfortunately, this 
quently and endorse in a tranc IS exceptl~nal~ most meet infre
The device is suggested as an : the org~n~zatlon's activities. 
~oth staff and residents in onecC~~ntabll~t~ mechanism because 
Ject mentioned specifically th ,P gram VIsIted for this pro
which they viewed as provid' elr contact with board members 
sion of ~omplaints. Certai~~g as useful ~utlet ~or the expre~
the,tradItional role of direc~~rsUCh an dspect IS peripheral to 
plaInt processes. and external to normal com-
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9. Corporate provider monitoring: One aspect o~ the 
growth and consolidation of private providers in Massachusetts 
is the development of a corporate bureaucracy among ~a~ger 
providers that parallels the structure o~ the superv~slng state 
agency. Each of the three corporate bodles7 respon~lble ~or 
the programs reviewed in this study ~a? 7e~tral.offlC7s wlth a 
wide range of administrative responslbllltles, lncludlng con
trol over personnel, budgeting and finance, contract develop
ment and management, purchasing, public relatio~s, legal 
affairs, etc. The Key Program, for examp17' WhlCh has a unique 
personnel policy limiting the tenure of Chlld care staff to 14 
months conducts annually an aggressive recruiting program on 
cOlleg~ campuses to replenish depart~ng st~ff and.runs th7 
large training effort required by thlS POllCY a~ ltS Fr~mlngham 
headquarters. Each of the three corporate provlders prldes 
itself on its management capabilities, which m~y incl~de . 
sophisticated computer technology, the lat:st lnnovatlo~s ln 
employee motivation or elaborate goal-settlng and plannlng 
techniques. One senses in meetings with these c~rporate m~n
agers the development of a refreshingly new ~ybrld of publ~c 
servant and entrepeneur, interested as much ln th: human slde 
of the services they sell as the challenge to the1r management skillse 

Inevitably, part of the function of these new bureau
crats is to monitor and supervise the facilities ~nd programs 
operated by their company. for DYS. In the 7ase ot the Robert 
F. Kennedy Action Corps, lt was central offlce personnel, as 
well known to some residents as local staff, who heard and 
responded to the grievances of residents at the Fay Rotenbe~g 
School a secure treatment facility for girls, about exceSSlve 
use of'shackles. The policy was reviewed and changed as a 
result of that intervention. Despite this example, howeve~, 
none of the providers to ~ate has.develope? a~y.formal, wrltten 
mechanism for accountabil1ty runnlng from lndlvldual programs 
to the corporate central office. This represents an oppor
tunity most unfortunately lost, for no one has a greater stake 
in the development of effective means for identif~ing and 
resolving clients' grievances than corporate prov1ders. 

This, then, is the array of channels for redress sup
plied by providers to clients with complaints. More than any
thing else the list demonstrates the ad hoc.n~ture of p~o
viders' responses to the need for accounta~lllty. Pro~lders 
have not yet undertaken the task of.analyzln? the serv~ces, 
structures programs and personnel lnvolved 1n the dellvery of 
residential care to youngsters to decide how best to create and 
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integrate effective accountability mechanisms. The results 
reflect this poverty of effort. The scene, alas, is not much 
different among state agencies charged by law with the task of monitoring private providers. 

B. State Agency Accountability Mechanisms 

Because state agencies like DYS have been around much l~nger than most providers, the processes they have developed 
for ensuring accountability tend to be more complex and 
ornate. They are no less fragmented and perform only mar
ginally better. In addition, they, too, betray a history of 
episodic and uncoordinated responses to specific crises. 

1. The contracting process: As with most state 
agencies, when DYS wishes to initiate a new program or facility 
by contract it issues publicly a request for proposal (RFP) 
setting out the programmatic speCifications the provider must 
meet. Whomever DYS selects as a result of the bidding process, 
the winning provider can expect a three-year lease on the life 
of the new program, barring some terrible gaffe on its part. 
Although there is an annual review of the contract, it is 
conducted internal~y by DYS, which is not obligated to return 
to the competitive bidding process for three years. 

With responsibility for the launching of all new con
tracts, some 25 a year, and renewal of 73 existing contracts 
DYS contract personnel, including a supervisor, two managers 
and three auditors, are busy people indeed. Since 1979, review 
of program elements has been shifted elsewhere, so the major 
concerns of contracts people are the administrative and fiscal 
aspects of renewal. The input of regional program managers and 
budget personnel set pretty firmly the parameters for renewal 
so the annual negotiations tend to be limited. Once terms are 
agreed to with a provider, the renewal process becomes a long 
march through the state bureaucratic maze. 

In all of this, there is little room for account
ability. The sheer VOlume of business and stretched resources 
mean that the relationship between department personnel respon
sible for contracts and providers is a friendly and supportive 
one. Occasionally DYS personnel will even provide technical 
assistance to providers with administrative difficulties. The 
baSic purpose, then, of the contracts administration function 
is to facilitate the granting, operation and renewal of con
tracts while assuring that all applicable state and agency 
purchase-of-service regulations are complied with. ObViously, 
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clients in a provider program with a complaint about services 
are unlikely to find much solace among DYS contract personnel 
nor indeed are they likely to look for it. F9r all of that, it 
is the contracts office that issues the pink slip to disengaged 
contractors or, if you will, lets slip the contractual sword of 
Damocles. The last, however, represents more of a ceremonial 
finale than a substantive decision, which is made elsewhere in 
the department. 

2. Program review: Within the DYS Support Services 
Directorate, a small office carries out the function of program 
review, which used to be part of the contracting process until 
the 1979 reforms. Because of the size of the unit, two full
time staff members and occasional part-time draftees from other 
offices, there is no question of reviewing the programmatic 
aspects of all contracts. Instead the office looks at programs 
with problems identified by regional and district administra
tors or the deputy commissioner; or at expensive programs ripe 
perhaps for a trimming to help meet budgetary pressures on the 
department; or at programs not plagued by problems that are 
targeted for review for a variety of reasons by regional direc
tors. There are no regularly scheduled reviews of programs on 
either a rotational or random basis. 

Once a facility or program is selected for a critique, 
program review staff will contact key agency personnel who deal 
on a daily basis with the targeted program both to obtain some 
advance information and, if possible, to narrow the scope of 
the review. A team of staff will be assembled to visit the 
program, review a variety of files and interview staff and 
clients. The interviews, formulated on the basis of applicable 
American Correctional Association and American bar Association 
standards, are structured, long and detailed. Based on the 
team's findinqs the program review office will issue a report 
on the strengths and weaknesses of the program. If appro
priate, it may recommend remedial steps for deficiencies it has 
uncovered to the contracts officer or the deputy commissioner. 
On occasion, contract renewals have been made contingent on 
compliance with program review recommendations. 

Thus, reviews, when they occur, are thorough, compe
tent and professional. No mere superficial probing, they are 
detailed and comprehensive evaluations of contractors. The 
trouble is that they are too few and can be initiated only by 
agency administrators, who are, alas, frequently the last to be 
aware of disasters that are fermenting in a foster horne or 
small group care facility in the field. 
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3. Field Supervision f 
admini~trative structure of DYSo contractor~: Within the 
tors wlth supervisory responsibilr~er~ arf flve regional direc
grams and departmental casework y or ocal community pro
s~pervisors who oversee the de :~~' as.we~l a~ th:ee district 
tlons and contracts Thl'S d P ment s Instltutlonal opera-
m t f' • ecentralization f 'dd en unctIons means that DYS d ' , 0 ml Ie manage-
close to field activities at ~ mlnl~trators are physically 
directors, and their relations !~st ~n ~h7 case of regional 
parallel those of corporate provi~h Indlvldu~l programs tend to 
grams or units. Because, how ers to thelr separate pro-
of the local DYS supervisory =~~~~n~~f ~cope of responsibility 
pre~ence in programs and units is I~ ~ar larger, their 
theIr corporate provider t less VISlble than that of 
'd' coun erparts at 1 t reSl ents Interviewed for this stUd' ,e~s among staff and 

vate provider programs acknowl Ye Admlnlstrators of pri-
DYS officials, especially i edged reqular contacts with local 
dent reports, the principalndreqard to the processing of inci
p:ovide: problems and alertin:P~~;mental means for identifying 
tlal crlses. Interviews also hint ~ersonne~ to past and poten-
not verifiable, tuq of war bet e at a dlscernible, though 
the field and corporate providween departmental supervisors in 
to serve as the primary cond ,~rfrepresentatives, who desired 
individual programs of th Ul or contacts between DYS and 
~ubliminal struggle eXist~ c~~~orate providers. If such a 
1n control. ,seems, thus far, to be firmly 

Even this brief de ' , 
agement inVOlvement with c scrlpt10n of local DYS middle man-
demonstrate that it is pri~~t~~ctual p~ogr~ms sUffices to 
does not mean that local DYSrl y reactlve In character. This 
~nticipate problems; occasion~~fsonnel do not eve: spot,and 
1n these instances can be inval Ybihey do and thelr asslstance 
and,district Supervisors do notU~on~~ Nonetheless~ regi~nal 
revlews of program activities" th t ,ct regular, Intenslve 
review personnel. They do h' a IS the role of program 
scrutinize Closely investi~ t~wever, ~emand, partiCipate in and 
in proqrams within their 'ua,lo~s ~f lr:eqularities that occur 
to their attention most 01t~~S~~ctlon, ~rregularities that come 
reportinq system or their net krougfh e1ther the incident 

wor 0 DYS caseworkers. 
4. Incident reports" P 

statutes relative to the re "t' ursuant to Commonwealth 
in response to the need forP~~el~g of,abus7 of children,S and 
range of serious incidents DYS ~mmedlate Information on a wide 
applicable to all faciliti~s and as created,a reporting system 
private providers. DYS p I' pr~9rams, Including those of 

o lCY requ1res the submission of a 
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d incident occurs. h ever an untowar , f staff incident repQrt w en 'cluding9 allegat10ns 0 b written d instances, 1n , 'dent must e 
In nine enum:~a~~s information about the :~~:iate DYS middle 
abuse of,res~i:tel~ by telephone ~o ~n ~ihin three days to the 
relayed lmme , ident report malle W1, • in all other 
mana~er ~ndlana~n~r central office supe~v~~~~, of serious inci
provlde: s o~hose not on the enumerat~ f'led in the program or cases, l.e., t must be completed an 1 
dents, the repor t file 
fa 'lity's permanen • d 

Cl lifeblood of the e-
These incident reports a~~i~~:l activities. They 

partment's systemg~~n:~n!~~rd~~~~ict personnelb~r~g~:~~g~~ for 
single ~ut f~r reersistent problems; t~ey ~aYhe can lead to a 
facilitles wlthd

P 
detailed program reV1ews, t o~ individuals; 

initiati~g bro~ , 'on of specific occurrences information 
probing lnVeS~~ga~:inciPal contin~ing sourcen~fcentral office 
and they are ,e for local adminlstrators a about field unlts 
staff. 

incident reports always are 
Needless to say, these 'th the concurrence of an 

l'nl'tl'ated and written by staff, W1 present thus, a 
, '-h use supervisor. The~ re sion'of the events 

immedlate 1n 0 tially self-serv1ng ver, onfers on a 
one-sided and pot~n This right of authorsh1p,c an incident 
that have occurre. m desirous of d~wn-~laYl~g because it is 
staff member o~ pr~~r~o so with relat~ve lmpun~!iermine whether 
ampl: o~portunlt~rt itself which is llkely ~~y is circumscribed 
the lncldent r:p 'n occurs. The opportun1 'nt for the 
further invest~~~!~~e of other avenues of c~;~;:~sed incident. 
only by the eXl d , the misrepresented or s 
Clients involve 1n 's 

' • Directly under the comm~ -
5 DYS investiqatlons., tional table is the ch1ef 

• tment's organ1za, behalf of DYS sioner in the depar k it is to investlgate,on 's a busy 
investigator, whose tas d abuses. The investl~ator 1 El'ar 

'de variety of allege a t 100 investigat10ns a y~ 
a Wl dl ' some 8 0 ion of a gun. 
individual, hanut1~iom alleged rape ~o p~sse~~om th~ ~ommis-
runnin~ the ga~equests for an invest~g~t1~ncommissiopers for 
Direct1ves or ut commissioner, assls,an 'ct supervisors 
sioner, the ~e~acllity operations or dl~t~~g on his experience 
:~~~~~~~et~~ inves~igative ~r~~:s~~de~:t~nding.Of DY~. th~n 

I' e investlgator an , 1 res and lnterv1ews . 
~~i:fP~n~~~tiga~or ~~:S~~Gt~';~~u~X~l~eged in~~:~t~~n~h:n~om_ 
order to determ!~~on his findings, ~nce,rep~f a foster home 
abuses. On occ i d in the termlnat10n missioner, have resu te 
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and the discharge of private provider staff. He has never 
recommended non-renewal of a private provider's contract, 
however, analogizing that to the folly of chucking out "the 
baby with the bath." The focus of a particular investigation 
might be a specific incident, an element of the program or some 
financial irregularity. Upon completion of his investigation, 
the investiqator submits a repOrt to the legal counsel, his 
organizational superior, for general reView, before taking it 
to the appropriate administrator, normally the one Who sought 
the investigation in the first place. 

The investigator's task is large but his resources 
small~ He does all investigating himself; he has no profes
sional staff. His function is purely reactive; he can respond 
only to requests from other managers. He has no authority to 
initiate his own investigations, much less the manpower to do 
so. Among staff and clients interviewed for this project, I 
found several whom the investigator had talked to in the course 
of one of his inquiries. Outside of this limited number, I 
could not find a single client who knew the chief investigator 
by name, office or function. None viewed him as a resource to 
which a client with a difficulty or complaint might nave access. 

6. DYS caseworkers: Youngsters in the DYS each have 
a departmental caseworker assigned to shepherd them through the 
system from court-directed entry and initial placement until 
exit from the department's supervision. As with caseworkers 
filling similar roles around the country, caseloads are ex
tremely high and the demands on each caseworker's time extraordinary. 

When DYS caseworkers do their job well, they contri
bute much to ease a youngster's passage through the system by 
acting as a constant advocate and friend with the court, with 
providers and with parents. The caseworker's role in the 
procurement of aftercare services and placement in the com
munity is critical; they can sometimes provide invaluable, 
steady counseling as a youngster wanders through a veritable 
kaleidoscope of departmental programs and personnel. They are 
almost always the main bond between youngster, parents and the 
department and usually represent the department to the family. 

Based on the evidence derived from interViews with 
staff and·clients in private provider programs for this study, 
most DYS caseworkers meet the demands of the role just out
lined. On the other hand, some do not. Just under half of all 
youngsters interviewed claimed not to have seen their DYS case-
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h· several said they never ~aw their 
worRer within the past m~ntt'court appearances. Each descrip-
caseworkers at all ~xcep aworker deeply involved in the , 
tion of a warm, :ar1ng ca~~fset by recounted instances of 1n
progress of a cl1ent was, rd of failures to return tele
difference and callous ~ls~e~~SS~d meetings, of delays in the 
phone calls, of unexPI~lnef leaving youngsters awaiting transprocessing of paperwor , 0 
portation stranded. 

h' 'd performance, one 
When asked to comme~~t~~o;o~: ~~~~re of casework in 

DYS administrator noted the ot closely supervised because 
the department •. ca~ewor:~~s ~~~o~sible to nail a shirking one 
they cannot be; 1t 1S ne h y st be self-starters, answerable 
down. This,means ~hatr~a~Yv:~ues and commitments. Not sur
only to thelr own lnte idely from person to person. 
prisingly, the responses ~:r~r~tical from the standpoint of 
This variety of responsekl s are the only DYS personnel with 
accountability. Casewor :~h clients entrusted to the care of 
regular, direct contact Wl . t the department's only clear . As such they rep!esen C ly provlders. , 'I rations of providers. onverse , 
"window-in" to the d~l y ope the only representatives of DYS, 
for clients, casewor ers are sters have ready and regu
outside of providers, to whom y~~~~workers are a vital account
larly scheduled access. ThUS!d; and the department; they are, 
ability link between the proV1feregular repeat information the 
for example, th: OnlYbso~rcep~Ovider th~t is not supplied b¥ 
departme~t re:elves a ou ': their reports of problem~ and d:f-
the provlder 1tse~f. It 1 b sed on interviews wlth the1r 
ficulties in provlder pr~gram~ i:mediate supervisors to re-
clients that filter up ~ ~oug t and create the unease that 
gional and district admln1stra ors review or an investigation. 
can prompt a request fO~ ~ i~~i~~~on of caseworkers with 
The regular pre~ence an ~n , ro ram is also a powerful 
clients in,a prl~ate prov~~~:ns ~f ~elf-Serving and dishonest 
prophylact1c aga1nst the, 1 1 g Thus it is difficult to . 
incident report~ by prov1de~S~aseworkers in the busines~ ot 
exaqgerate the lmp~r~ance 04 ivate providers of serV1ces creating accountablilty among pr 
under contract to DYS. 

, b of caseworkers that u~der-
It is not J~s~ the,a sen~~ere is an almost irreslst-

mines this accountablllty lln~. workers to allow themselves 
ible temptation on the part 0 cas:l The accusations of 
to be co-opted by provider pers~n~s ~aturallY have to be shared 
troubled and troublesome ~oungsteff If the caseworker always 
by a caseworker with provld~r St~on·of the provider, never 
accepts the exculpatory exp ana 
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probes beneath the proffered bland assurances and consistently 
dismisses the client's allegations, the value of the ~ink is 
fatally weakened. It is not always easy for caseworkers to 
undertake the advocacy aspects of their responsibility on 
behalf of often deceitful, manipulative clients against fellow 
professionals. All of this means that this most vital of links 
can become disturbingly tenuous. 

. 7. Placement decision review: The department has 
estabiished a sophisticated classification process that incor
porates a tripartite panel and a set of classification guide
lines to determine whether and for how long a client may 
require a secure treatment setting. The process includes a 
weak appellate provision which allows aqgrieved parties to file 
a written request for review with the deputy commissioner, who 
may decide the appeal without a hearing and within no set time 
period. lO Presumably, clients or their surrogates with a 
complaint about placement would be required to take that com
plaint to the classification panel, although it is not clear 
how a client mechanically might do so. Departmental policy in 
this regard is a curious mixture of advanced claSSification 
theory and primitive procedural practices. 

8. Liberty revocation process: The department also 
has established a hearing process for the revocation of clients 
who have been placed in the community. The revocation proce
dure comports with existing norms of due process articulated by 
courts for adult parole and includes a pre-revocation adminis
trative determination of probable violation of some community 
placement condition and an adversarial hearing before a hearing 
officer within five days of a youth's reincarceration. Any 
client with a complaint about bis or her recall from placement 
in the community presumably must direct such a complaint 
through this process or forfeit the right to pursue it further. 

9. Letters to the Commissioner: Several interviewed 
clients indicated that they had written letters of complaint 
directly to the Commissioner of DYS, with mixed results. Two 
claimed that they received no response at all; one reported a 
non-commi ttal response after l(mg delay and another, a more 
rapid non-committal response; one chastened client alleged that 
he "had been yelled at in writing" by the commiSSioner. This 
last turned out to mean that he had been directed to take his 
problem to the provider, wh~ch he did -- successfully. 

For the frustrated client, this letter-writing gambit 
may be an extreme and not entirely satisfactory method for 
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communicating grievances over the heads of the provider, but 
if a client has not seen his or her DYS caseworker for a long 
period, it may be the only way to obtain direct access to the 
department. As a means of handling grievances, which ought to 
be resolved at the lowest possible level, the approach is full 
of debilites, but administrators should be wary of referring 
i~portunate clients back to non-existent complaint mechanisms. 

This concludes our list of DYS means for establishing 
accountability, but it still does not exhaust the potential 
avenues of redress available to clients. 

C. Other State-provided Accountability Measures: 

1. Office for Children (OFC): DYS is not alone in 
its responsibility for monitoring the delivery of services to 
adjudicated children in the Commonwealth. Since 1972, coinci
dent with the reform wave that led to deinstitutionalization of 
DYS, the Office for Children (OFe) has existed to serve as an 
advocate for children with all other state agencies and to be a 
coordinator and facilitator of the full range of children's 
services provided by the Commonwealth. Pursuant to this broad 
mandate, the OFC has promulgated a series of detailed, specific 
regulations for each of the different kinds of facilities and 
programs offering services to children. These regulations are 
enforced directly in other state agencies like DYS and the 
Department of Social Services and through the licensing process 
among all private providers involved in providing services. 
OFC views as its basic function the task of assuring the health 
and safety of children in every state-run and state-supported 
facility and program in Massachusetts. It is the quintessen
tial "regulator" of children's services in the Commonwealth. 

The licensing process is the primary vehicle through 
which OFC interacts with private providers. To operate a group 
horne, a shelter care facility or foster home, as well as to 
serve as a placement agency, requires a license from OFC. 
Procurement of a license means the wholesale acceptance of OFC 
regulations, which cover administration, staffing, programming, 
finance, medical care and mental health, recreation, dis
cipline, insurance, fire safety, etc. Once a license is 
obtained, it must be renewed every two years, a process that 
requires an OFC staff review. If such a review turns up devia
tions from regulations, OFC will issue a "deficiency correction 
order," requiring remedy of identified deficencies within a 
reasonable period. Such orders may be appealed, but OFC de
cides the appeal within seven days without a hearing. Failure 
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to Comply with a correction orde 
the license, although such a d r ?an re~~lt,in nonrenewal of 
more elaborate hearing process~astlc actlon lS Subject to a 

The OFC also gets spec'f' , 
and facilities from a variet 0: lC compla~nts about programs 
c~lls from parents and other~. 1 s~u~ce~, l~cluding telephone 
~lews with y~ungsters; media ;e ~i:s. atlve lnquiries; inter
selves. Durlng the period fromPJ S, and state agencies them-
1983, OFC responded to b t uly 1 through December 31 
plaints. e ween 60 and 70 such individual c~m-

For the purpose of th 
focus of this study th e accOuntability that is the 
effectiveness of OFe ;~e ;~e tw~ s:rious limitations to the 
OFC has responsibility fO; p:rst lS Jurisdictional; by statute 
ste~s,u~der 16 years of age. o~~ams a~d facilities for young
f~Cllltles visited for this stud ree o~ the Massachusetts 
llcensure by confining its l' y avolded the need for OFC 
years old. For these facil~t~entele to older youths OVer 15 
at all. les, no state license was required 

A second limit on the t ' 
the,fact that clients Simply dOP~o~n:lal usefulness of OFC is 
a Slngle Client interviewed for th' now of its existence. Not 
even reasonable accuracy OFe's lS study could describe with 
how to Contact it. purpose and function; none knew 

The OFC, then is a w d f I 
accOuntability mechani~m It ~n er ~ example of a tOP-down 
tent wa~chdog that has the res~:c~n ~n~ependent~ feisty, compe
p:ofesSlonals and of the general ~l' oth publlC and private 
tlon fully as the Commonwealth's ~u, lC. But if it is to func
nism for children's services 't rlmary accOuntability mecha
make itself known to the aff~c~ dmus~ develop some means to 
oren themselves to participate ~n ~~lentele and en?ourage chil-
ties and programs accountable. e task of holdlng facili-

2. The judicial process. Cl' 
they have been adjudicated d I'· lents corne to DYS because 
department's care by the cou:t~nquen~ and committed to the 
least, DYS is accOuntable to • ThlS means that, in theory at 
Youngsters to the courts In some e~tent for what they do. with 
have largely abdicated a~t. practl?e! however, the courts 
h~v7 served. Occasionall: ~~~~~~tablllty function they might 
C~flC program or impose particul refer,a,youngster to a Spe-
Ilttle to ensure the deliv far condltlons, but they do 

ery 0 mandated serVices unless the 
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delinquent happens to re~urn subsequently on new charg~s to the 
same judge, who may sputter and fume, but to little practical 
effect. Only slightly more involved are the attorneys who rep
resent youthful offenders either by appointment or for a fee. 
In all of the Massachusetts interviews conducted for this 
study, there was only one mention of the involvement of an 
attorney in a client's complaint. 

One interesting footnote to this picture of judicial 
indifference to accountability is the so-called Roslindale 
Consent Decree, the product of a 1976 case against the depart
ment for conditions of confinement in the Judge John J. 
Connelly Youth Center in Roslindale. In addition to the host 
of reforms included in the consent decree, the department was 
directed to implement a grievance procedure in the facility 
that provided for a hearing of appealed grievances before a 
departmental hearing officer whose decision, in turn, could be 
appealed to the commissioner, who was obligated himself to 
conduct a full administrative hearing in compliance with the 
requirements of the Commonwealth's Administrative Procedure 
Act. The department's present monitor for the consent decree 
indicated that the grievance procedure has never been used in 
her experience, and there do not appear to be any records of 
such use. Whatever the technical infirmities of the procedure 
adopted by the parties to the consent decree, it apparently was 
never implemented in any meaningful way. The procedure remains 
as an interesting artifact of a failed effort of the judicial 
process to impose accountability on at least an element of DYS. 

Aside from these majo~ categories of accountability 
mechanisms, there is a potpourri of outlets for clients that 
deserve at least some mention. One has already been alluded to 
and consists of letters or telephone calls from clients or 
their surrogates to political figures. Most often, the politi
cians involved are state leqislators, who sometimes refer com
plaints about children's services to the OFC for investiga
tion. Still another means for the expression of complaints, at 
least of egregious ones, may be the media. ll Usually, how
ever, by the time the media becomes interested in a complaint, 
it has risen to the level of a catastrophe. Finally, because 
many clients of DYS are involved in community educational, 
vocational, recreational or employment activities, they some
times will discuss their complaints and problems with the 
people they meet in the course of those activities, who, in 
turn, may pursue any of the avenues of accountability we have 
described. 
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, One recent ~eans o~ accountability remains to be de: 
s7rlbed., The,exploslon of lnterest in standards for correc
tlonal, Juvenlle and child care facilities in the past dec d 
has,spawned a ~um~er o~ accreditation efforts. TYPicallyaa e 
n~tlonal assoclatlon ~lll adopt standards and, for a substan
tlal fee, conduc~ an lndependent audit of an institution or 
sfs~em to determlne whether the applicant meets standards sut
~clentlY we~l tc? pass muster and become "accredited." At its 

st, accredltatlon encourages applicants to develop policies 
and procedures an~ to ensure conditions and programs that meet 
reaso~ably de~andlng standards. Because the process is a 
one-tlme affal~, ,it s?metimes leads applicants to formulate 
acceptable pollcles tnat mayor may not be implemented subse
~uently. ,We hav: seen an example of that in the probabl 
l~appropr~ate grl:vance procedure developed by one certiiica
~lon-seek~ng provlder agency which never developed much be ond 
lts enshr1nement on institutional bulletin boards For 0 y 
purpo~es, the most serious drawback to the accreditation ~~ve
men~ 1S the,fact that the standards developed to date b the 
vbarlous nat10nal associations have had virtually nothinYg t 
a out accountability. 0 say 

, This, ,then, concludes our review of accountabilit 
mechanlsms avallable to clients of children's services in ih 
:assachusetts DYS. We will see again in only slightly mOdif~ed 
o~r~hT~~~e~fa~~e;~e~:m:a~~~~:~~s~~ !gi~~o~: ~~!a~~;~.Department 
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FOOTNOTES 

The breakdown is as follows: The Key Program holds 12 
contracts; DARE, Inc., Justice Resource Institute, 
Massachusetts Half-way Houses, Inc., and Robert F. Kennedy 
Action Corps each hold four; Center for Human Development, 
Northeastern Family Institute and the Old Colony YMCA each 
hold three. 

DYS is statutorily restricted to the purchase of services 
from private non-profit agencies. Mass. Gen. L. l8A § 1. 

Of the seven residential facilities visited in 
Massachusetts, one had a capacity of 24; one, 15; three, 
12· one, 10-12; and one, 10. The staff, once part-time 
pe~ple and volunteers were included, always substantially 
outnumbered the clientele, due primarily to the need for 
maintaining three shifts of staff daily, seven days a week. 

The figure is deceptive, since all three facilities were 
operated by the same provider, Massachusetts Half-way 
Houses, Inc. The process was imposed on the three group 
homes by the corporation. 

Reality therapy is a method of treatment pioneered by 
William Glasser, the California psychiatrist, in which the 
therapist's role is to help the client do better and be 
more responsible, while leaving on the client responsi
bility for changing his or her behavior. Glasser developed 
his unique approach to therapy while serving as ~ consult
ing psychiatrist for the California Youth Author1ty. 

6 The two programs were Ambrose House and METRO (see 
Appendix A) • 

7 The Key Program, Inc., Massachusetts Half-way House, Inc. 
and the Robert F. Kennedy Action Corps Inc. 

8 Mass. Gen. L. 119 § 51. 
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9 The exceptional and serious incidents that require special, 
emergency handling include: 1) escapes; 2) suicide 
attempts; 3) fires; 4) riots or disturbances; 5) serious 
injury of staff or resident; 6) any incident requiring 
police assistance; 7) alleged staff abuse of residents; 8) 
AWOLs from passes (secure treatment only); and 9) alleged 
or actual felonies by staff, residents, visitors. 

l~ Massachusetts Department of Youth Services Classification 
Polic: Guidelines Governin Entrance with Secure 
Treatment Facilities, August 1982, PP. 5-6. 

11 An example occurred during this study: On Christmas night, 
1~83, a foster parent working for a corporate private pro
v1der refused to allow a late returning client into the 
foster horne. The lock-out was imposed pursuant to a 
policy, apparently approved by one neqligent corporate 
supervisor, of refusing to allow foster children into their 
homes if they missed curfew. After wandering around in 
zero-degree weather, the client finally flagged down a 
police cruiser at 2:00 a.m. The story of a child named Tim 
locked out of a state-supported facility on a snowy 
Christmas day made great copy. The incident resulted in 
the termination of the $410,000 a year program run by the 
corporate provider. The Boston Globe, January 6, 1984 p. 17. , 
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Chapter IV 

ACCOUNTABILITY IN RHODE ISLAND 

Just as tempestuous times in the early 1970's produced 
dramatic changes in the Massachusetts DYS, a storm of mounting 
criticism over Rhode Island's ineffectual handling of chil
d~en's services in the late 1970's led to thorough reorganiza
tion of those services and creation of the present Department 
for Children and Their Families (DCF). Adverse media coverage 
and political pressure led Governor J. Joseph Garrahy in 1977 
to appoint a blue-ribbon task force to assess the State's 
existing apparatus for the delivery of children's services and 
to make recommendations appropriate to its findings. The 
result was a proposal to transfer responsibilities from the 
various state agencies then charged with operating institutions 
and programs for children in corrections, mental health, com
munity affairs, and social services to one new cabinet-level 
department. Legislation incorporating this reorganization was 
passed in 1979, and a first Director was recruited in 
Massachusetts to lead the new entity to glory. The tempor~ry 
lull generated by formation of the new bureaucratic structure 
did not endure, however, and DCF has been plagued by continuing 
controversy, primarily over its handling of several spectacular 
cases of child abuse, leading in 1983 to the departure of the 
young agency's first executive. 

This periOd of administrative realignment also coin
cided, quite unfortunately, with the Reagan administration's 
substantial reductions in federal funding for social services. 
Due to the extent to which unionized state workers in Rhode 
Island have incorporated security provisions in existing col
lective bargaining agreements, the inter-departmental reshuffl
ing of staff amidst the sudden austerity touched off an inter
necine scramble for survival that left administrators and org
anized employees demoralized and shaken. Existing departments, 
moreover, while willing enough to turn over responsibilities to 
the fledgling agency, were more reluctant to provide the con
comitant resources. Faced with a succession of budgets allow
ing for little or no growth, daily increasing demands for ser
vices and aroused public expectations, DCF underwent a torrid 
baptism of fire during its early years. 

DCF differs from the Massachusetts DYS in nt least two 
important aspects. In the first place, DCF's clientele is much 
broader and more varied; it includes adjudicated juveniles, 
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'd deinstitutionaiization 
This absence of a system-w~ :1 shift to privatiza-

movement has resulted in a :~~~ g~~eUpercentage of the DCF 
tiona Over the past ~our Yt ~s to the private sector has 

that has gone 1n con r.ac , t 33 percent. Thus, ~~~~~~ed relatively constan~o~ia~U:il~~~~ed to DCF i~ the cur~ 
some 33 cents out of everY'th a private provider~ th1S com:s 0 
rent fiscal year en~s ~p W1 t of the agency's ne~rly $40 m11-approximately $15 m11110n ou 
l"ion budget. 

CF and its private provi~ers to The means adopted by D , s delivered to thelr 
b'lity for the serVlce h ' ensure accounta 1 those fashioned by t elr 

youthful clientele res:~~!ewith some local variations. Massachusetts counterp 

A. , for Accountability Provider Mechanlsms 

of the facilities or l~ ,Form~l procedu~~:~d ~~~:essed a formal~ written 
programs vislted 1n Rhode I written policy governlng the 
complaint mechanis~ or even a ro ram director's proud,pro~uc
handling of complalni~· ~~~ ~eaiing with grievances 1n h1S 'th 
tion of a written po lCY licab1e only to employee~ Wl 
orqanization turned out to ~~ app Personnel in some organlza
com laints against the P:OVl ere Id in effect, initiate a 
t io~s 'ina in t a ined that cl1en ~~ . c~\y' r egu ir ing a s ta ff member ~o 
complaint on just about any ln nt to DCF's system for trac _ 

i~~e~~~ei~~e!~~~~~~~grf~O~:~ie~:~~:~~S~!~~i~~~a~i:~~~~~tel.~!~1;i~1 
here cllents 1n f 'suse of the lns ;h~~es~rt of staff encouragel~en~9~t :~plain the difficulties 

cess moreover, we ml b t even if this prac-abuse pro , d that tracking system; u 'h 't did not that have plague 'der staffs, whlC 1 , 
tice were widesprea~ amongl~rov~ constitute a formal, wrltten 

ear to be, it stll1 wou, no 
app 1 ' t mechanism for cllents. comp aln d r 

• Ever private provider ,un e 
2. Informal proced~~~:·studY ielied heavily on lnfor-

contract to DCF visited,fo: ~nd responding to grievances. 
mal processes for identlfY1ng ed to pursue unresolved com-
Clients were expected and enc~ur~; and administrators to the 
plaints throuqh ~taff~ supervlS~n some larqer private pro-

facill ty dlrector., , laint could be an 
~~~~~:~ ~~is climb ~~ ~he ~~mm~~c~~;hw:sC~~~ tendenCY,ot,larger 
arduous trek. one.m~t1gat g, tionally into small lndl: , 
facilities to be.dlvlded Organl~aClients. Within these l~Vlng 
vidual living unlts of ~bout te high and access to supervlsors 

t ff client ratlos were 
~~~t:dm~n~st;ators relatively free. 
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Interviewed staff pronounced themselves gene~ally 
pleased with the informal process, and several could point to 
specific grievances resolved successfully by means of this 
informal approach. Some programs cited differences in clien
tele or programmatic philosophy that precluded a more formal, 
written procedure. One provider, for example, pointed out that 
the tender aqe and low educational levels of youngsters in the 
facility made the use of a written process an obstacle to' 
handling complaints rather than an aid; another argued that its 
dependence on group cohesion and interaction as a primary 
vehicle for building a supportive and mutually responsible 
sense of community was incompatible with a more formal, written process. 

Both of these exceptions were pled by programs with 
largely non-adjudicated, long-term populations, in which inter
viewed clients expressed little of the hostile cynicism pre
valent among older, adjudicated youngsters. Because of their 
age, dependence and relative innocence, these populations ob
viously represented an extremely vulnerable clientele; the 
arguments against a formal process advanced by the providers 
testified equally to the need for some special, alternative 
form of protection and accountability, which, fortunately, both 
programs seemed aware of and responsive to. 

The evaluations by interviewed clients of informal 
mechanisms used by private providers in Rhode Island for handl
ing complaints were both more varied and somewhat kinder than 
the reactions of DYS clients. While some dismissed such infor
mal approaches as pacifying shams, many others were satisfied 
with the fairness of the process and most of the resulting 
resolutions. As in Massachusetts, the distrust seemed to grow 
in direct proportion to the extent and duration of most 
clients' exposure to the system. Among those who disparaged 
informal processes, the principal complaint was that super
visors, administrators and directors unfailingly supported the 
actions of their subordinates, often without hearinq in any 
meaningful way the grievances of clients. Nothing was so quick 
to arouse the Scorn of clients as this reflexive, unthinking 
supervisory response, with its damning implication that clients 
always lie, while staff never prevaricate or make mistakes. 

3. Open-door policy: In Rhode Island, as well as in 
Massachusetts, administrators and directors of facilities and 
programs universally viewed their own total accessibility as a 
key internal accountability measure. They pointed to their 
peripatetic physical presence within institutions, the central 
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location of their offices and, in some instances, their resi
dence on grounds or within the facility as clear evidence that 
every client possessed frequent and easy access to the boss. 
For their part, clients generally confirmed the ready avail
ability of administrators and directors, even in large facili
ties and even in those programs where clients expressed a mea
sure of cynicism about the value of that availability. The 
objection of clients to the open door as a measure of account
ability was a reprise of the criticism just noted, namely, that 
while administrators and directors were willing to listen to 
clients' complaints, they rarely heard what clients were say
ing. Thus, while clients appreciated a posture of openness 
among program leaders, they wanted supervisors and directors to 
keep more than their doors ajar. 

4. Case-management process: Reality therapy does not have 
quite the sway in Rhode Island that it exercises among private 
providers elsewhere, but it is still the dominant treatment 
approach. The structure of casework is also much the same in 
both states, except that private providers in Rhode Island tend 
to devote proportionally more resources and personnel to 
casework than their Massachusetts counterparts. Thus, every 
visited residential program operated by private providers for 
DCF possessed a casework staff of considerable size with small 
~aseloads that made possible comprehensive treatment planninq, 
the delivery of individual and group therapy and counselinq and 
the maintenance of family and other community ties. 3 

What this meant in practice was that long-term clients 
of DCF-funded private providers were assigned specifically to a 
program or facility social worker, psychologist or family 
worker, who met with the client at least weekly and normally 
for a set minimum period of time. Although still part of the 
provider's staff, this caseworker or counselor was not someone 
involved in daily residential care; as such, the caseworker 
represented an alternative to residential staff to whom clients 
might bring complaints, an especially valuable outlet in the 
event of serious complaints about particular residential 
staff. Interviewed caseworkers and program directors saw these 
reqular meetin~s between caseworkers and client as a useful 
means for learning about and defusing potential staff and pro
grammatic difficulties. 

Youngsters interviewed for the study were less certain 
about the value of the means provided by assigned caseworkers 
for expressing and seeking resolutions of grievances. While 
many confessed to having shared complaints with counselors or 
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caseworkers, the res 0 
seemed to focus on hP nses, according to cli t 
culties to ench ow ~he clients might b en s, most of tan 
or situations g~~~~gt~:lr ability to cope =~:hu~~ t~eir diffi
nothinQ was ever do 1se to the complaints h. e 1ndividual 
caused the difficUI~: about the individuals' w l~e little or 
bably over-processed 1es • One especially art~r sItuations that 
n?toriously short_temyoungster suggested fac:~~late and pro
qIven the Counsel in pered and disrespectful ously that a 
charges to react togh~resen~ly devoted to perstaf~ member be 

1S antlcs in sociall SUadlng ten of his 
y acceptable 

These observat. ways. 
of the curses of t lons of clients serv 
process becomes th reatment in all of its m e.to underline one 
content out of th e 70ntent of therapy itY~lad forms. When 
clients with bett:rP~cture~ In the drive toe~ds.to crowd real 
~orkers sometimes sl.~YS ~f handling their g .qUlp youthful 
IS surely importan 1 e rlght over the act rlev~nces, case
plosively to teasi~g t~at a youngster learn U~ltgrleVances. It 
womanhood __ couched .an~er about his manhoo~ to respond ex
adult staff member 1n ~nsulting and demean. -- or her 
the objectionable b It 1S ~o less vital th Ing terms by an 
expense, be eithe anter, hlred and paid t at the purveyor of 
child care workerro~et-edu7ated to functionoe~~rfo:m at public 

ermlnated. ectIvely as a 

The use of b h . 
of rewards is al e aVloral contracts 
o~ children's se~~i~ommon am?ng Rhode ISl:~~ gr~duated levels 
rIch source of d· es. FulfIllment of level prlv~te providers 
between disCipl·lsputes that fall into an requlrements is a 
workers to prom~~e and treatment. The abi~~~asYfno-~an's land 
system. e or block clients' y 0 Chlld care 
the liv~~v~~ ~~~~e workers a prodigio~~o~~::s through the level 
even.furloughs ho~:t~rs, whose weekend recre~~rooflcontrol over 
cess~ve tiers of beh e~end on careful passage th na passes and 

aVIoral management. rough the Suc-

During the ea 1 program a pl· r y days of a cli • 
ment, edUcat~n 1S WOrk:d out that incl ent s reSidence in a 
and points t~O~~ Vocatlonal training ~~e~ elements of treat
m~nity life. Th~: erentual reintegr~tio~ fy~en; and reSidence 
WIth a DCF casework P an normally is develo ~do. orne ~r Com
and, perhaps, som er ~ho participates in ~ In 70n)unction 
Some providers WO;kr~v~ew sessions with prog~lannlng session 
planning process e ard to involv~ parent a~ caseworkers. 
ing~ with youngs~er~ne ~rovi~er held biweekl; In t~is important 
famlly therapy sessio~n fthe~r families; anothe~a~ ftor y meet~ 

s or lts clients. In 11 e d regular 
a of the pro-
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grams and facilities visited, caseworkers were the main source 
of the providers' contact with families whether to field com
plaints, provide information on clients' progress or simply to 
answer parents' questions. With caseworkers present everywhere 
with assigned caseloads, Rhode Island providers did not 
routinely designate a specific residential staff member to act 
as an advocate or monitor for each client. 

5. Regularly scheduled house or residence meetings: 
All of the smaller, residential programs4 held regularly 
scheduled meetings of all clients with available staff and, 
usually, the program director. These meetings were viewed by 
interviewed staff and clients as useful for the airing of com
plaints about house routine and logistics, e.g., food and cook
ing, chores, etc., but as less useful for dealing with com
plaints arising from the interaction between staff and clients. 

One relatively long-term proqram had a highly de
veloped residential council with elected officials that con
vened independent weekly meetings with a staff member acting 
only as an observer where residents could voice their problems 
freely. Council officers also could meet with supervisors or 
the program director about difficulties with facility rules and 
regulations. Despite the more elaborate structure, interviewed 
clients in this program seemed no more impressed with the coun
cil than residents in other programs were with their less 
structured weekly meetings. 

6. Provider board of directors: Only one Rhode 
Island program even mentioned its board of directors as a po
tential, peripheral accountability resource. Unless a board 
becomes deeply involved in the operations of a program, its 
members are unlikely to know much about what is going on within 
a specific facility or program, and some program directors 
neither seek nor welcome such intrusive board participation. 

7. Corporate provider monitoring: One of the pro
grams visited in Rhode Island (Camp E-Hun-Tee, operated by the 
Eckerd Wilderness Educational System camping program) demon
strated the fullest measure of corporate provider monitoring 
encountered during the study. From the recruitment of per
sonnel (done nationally with intensive screening), to training 
(again, done nationally and to an extent unparallelled among 
other private providers), to the establishment of corporation
wide standards and policies (more detailed and demanding than 
those of any of the national standards projects), to the provi
sion of an institutional abuse process (far more thorough and 
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responsive than the pr 
~~~d~ Island statutesj,O~~:s~~k~~~ated 'U~der Massa~husetts or 
vOlve:~~!Ui~ ~~:p~n~~ble, efficientP!~~r~~)~~~~resented a ~odel 
recruitment e 1very of social servO ~ corporate 1n-
at its Flori~~o~::~, the centralized tra~~~~~ oihelintensive 
bound aspects of thquarters, and the wildernes a personnel 
de corps amon e program all combined t s or outward 
mount to zeal~t~;ogr:~ administrators and s~ai~n~~ate an esprit 
ment proqram tne·E k Isely eschewing the self-i at was tanta
indiVidual i~ter-d c edrd approach emphasized edmage.of a treat-
lived 'th epen ence among gr ucat10n and 
New En=tands;~~~e:midst.all of the r~~~;sO!ft~~ youngsters who 
tion of staff and ~h ?h1l~y) .outdoors. The ex e g:eat (and in 
conditions which cl. e1r wll11ngness to embracec~htlonal dedica-
enthUSiasm amon ~ents must endure generated e same hard 
"like drying ouf ~11~nts. To one youngster th a corresponding 
sense of Physicai w l~ ~x~lained his simile'by ~ pro9r~m was 
control of self gen:ra~e~1~g ~~d the f 7eling of ~~~~~blng the 

y IS detoxlfication .over 
Th experlences 

b e monitoring of C • 
e done almost· amp E-Hun-Tee b E k 

evidence of a p:~!~reli by paper and telePh~ne~ ~~d seemed to 
gram. Because ~_ 7 0 corporate personnel I ere was no 
well thought o~~~~tlng corporate accountabil;hrough th7 pro-
and folIo . , however, they worked F ty mechanIsms were 
abuse req~~~~dUih unu~ual.incidents and·all~~:~.for repor~ing 
officials and loe a ert1ng of a veritable net lOns of Chlld 
their suc~ess Wit~a~hprogram personnel learnedw~r~ ~i corporate 
with the company's re;o~~~~gOratio~ depended on f~~~ c~mpt~~t 

requlrements. lance 

The one element mis' . 
rate requirement th Slng 1n all of thO 
internal grievance ~;olo~al programs have a f~:m:fs an~ corpo-
was not an oV' ce ure. This miss in ' wrltten 
quire~ent as :r~i~~i~c~h~hEckerd programs ;i:;:~e~;~hhowever, 
that IS the co . reat to the Sense f ~ a re-
appeal group d~~i~~ thelr model,_ I f a group 

0 me~~OUP commi tment 
and authorit lons to Some external 0 er could 
undermined. YO~;ithelgrou~ structure, itpw::rf i~e c?hesiveness 
as well as for ous y thlS same rationale a e. ' mIght be 
receptive to i~~~' Plrocedures, and one can o~flles to informal, 
and rma appeals tro y wonder how 
the prog~am directors might be ; group deciSions superVisors 
by s~r~~~;p~~f!~on of.program ~dmi~~si~~~~:~ se:ms to ~uttress 
lower levels T~~' ds~mplY to rubber-stamp d~ ?l~ed critically 
b t • 1S llemma refl t C1Slons made at 

e ween the Potential t ec s the inevitable t . yranny of the gr enSlon 
oup and the value of 
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cooperative conformity, 'which existing Eckerd accountability -
mechanisms have not yet successfully addressed. 

Another Rhode Island provider was the local represen
tative of a Fortune 500 corporation, RCA Service Company, and 
also was the only profit-making provider visited for this 
study. While RCA corporate personnel provided centralized 
accounting, purchasinq, legal work, public relations, contract 
management, etc., the local program had far more autonomy than 
the individual Eckerd program seemed to possess. The Rhode 
Island RCA program used local staff with the exception of the 
director and conducted its own, limited training; there also 
seemed to be little central control of local policies and pro
cedures. Part of the explanation for the difference may lie in 
the fact that RCA operates a considerable variety of programs 
for youngsters rather than one model, like the wilderness pro
gram conducted by Eckerd. This does not mean that RCA was 
uninvolved in local operations. During start-up of the Rhode 
Island program, RCA staff from corporate headquarters and other 
programs were instrumental; in the event of an emergency, RCA 
apparently would fly in corporate administrators and staff to 
help out; the reporting requirements of the local program to 
the corporate entity were extensive. 

In neither corporate provider, however, did a Rhode 
Island client have access to a procedure for pursuing com
plaints through the corporate structure of the provider. 
Unlike corporate providers in Massachusetts, whose central 
office personnel were frequent visitors to local programs, 
sometimes with a direct relationship with clients, RCA and 
Eckerd corporate officials were virtually unknown to local 
clients. They were in no sense accountable to clients directly 
for conditions and treatment, whatever their participation may 
have been in reviewing and shaping responses to allegations of 
serious staff misconduct. 

This completes our list of internal accountability 
mechanisms devised and operated by private providers of service 
to DCF. The individual entries suffer from many of the same 
infirmities noted in our discussion of DYS private providers. 
There is a uniform absence of formal procedure; informal proce
dures are everywhere totally subject to the goodwill of program 
personnel; and all procedures begin and end within the programs 
themselves. No single, visited provider in either state in
volved outsiders, except for corporate personnel, in its 
internal accountability prvcess. 
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to emerge from this process with the vaguely uneasy feeling 
that it exerts inadequate control over contracts generally, 
while those providers who would like to push tor additional 
services or new delivery techniques express disappointment over 
their inability to influence the allocation priorities of the 
department. The tight budget caps in recent years have exacer
bated substantially the frustrations on both sides. 

2. Departmental liaison: Once a contract is oper
able, departmental supervision of providers is the responsi
bility of liaison personnel of the Community Services Divi
sion. Normally, each liaison worker is responsible for over
sight of two or three providers, but two may be appointed to 
monitor larger facilities. The department's use of liaison 
workers has not satisfied all providers, some of whom expressed 
a degree of exasperation with the reshuffling of personnel, the 
lack of operational experience and understanding of some moni
tors and the general uncertainty about the functions proper to 
the position. Other providers, however, have found liaison 
workers to be extremely helpful in communicating a contractor's 
difficulties and problems to the aepartmeat and in securing, on 
occasion, support and understanding from different parts of the 
departmental bureaucracy. None of the interviewed private 
provider administrators or directors viewed their liaison per
sonnel as aggressive departmental watchdogs or agents of sur
veillance; they were seen more often as spokespersons for pro
viders with the department with primary responsibility for 
ensuring a steady flow of communication between the state 
agency and the contractor. 

Liaison workers also played a role in the department's 
process for handling claims of institutional abuse. Together 
with DCF caseworkers, they were responsible for the preliminary 
investigation of allegations of institutional abuse, although 
serious allegations of physical or sexual abuse were referred 
to the department's small investigative staff, Which had the 
overwhelming responsibility of conducting inquiries into all 
claims of child abuse, whether in the community or in institu
tions. 

Interviews with line staff and clients indicated that 
they had little contact with liaison workers, whose dealinqs 
characteristically were with program and facility administra
tors~ In most respects, then, the activities and functions of 
DCF liaison personnel were comparable to those of regional and 
district supervisors in the Massachusetts DYS. 
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3. Institutional child abuse process: The newly 
created DCF inherited from its mixed bureaucratic parentage 
responsibility for curbing instances of "institutional child 
abuse and neglect."5 The system established by the depart
ment to address this need required DCF staff who either re
ceived a complaint of institutional child abuse or became aware 
of one to fill out DCF Form 020, which.triggered an elaborate 
reporting, investigative and tracking process. Most often, the 
DCF caseworker whose caseload included the alleged victim was 
assigned to conduct a preliminary investigation, although in 
larger residential facilities, the caseworker and the appro
priate liaison worker toqether carried out this function. If 
the preliminary review indicated that a child was "at risk" in 
the present enVironment, he or she could be removed immedi
ately. Serious incidents were turned over to the department's 
Office of Inspections/Critical Incidents for further investiga
tion. Less serious episodes were documented and made part of 
the provider's file. 

Two persistent problems plagued this process. The 
first was the inability to pin down an acceptable, operative 
definition of "child abuse and neglect." Because the institu
tional child abuse process was the closest thing to a formal 
grievance procedure the department possessed, it became the 
receptacle for every imaginable form of complaint, exaggerated 
and inflated to qualify as child abuse or neglect. In addition 
to legitimate charges of physical or sexual abuse or intimida
tion, caseworkers and liaison personnel ended up investigating 
alleged deprivations of supplies, charges of stolen property 
and claims of unsanitary conditions, which could turn out to 
involve nothing more than an inadequate supply of toothpaste, a 
missing pillow case or the unpleasant Sighting of a cockroach. 
The trend towards the inflation of charges sprang both from the 
absence of any clear understanding of what constituted "abuse" 
and "neglect" and from the fact that, under the system, only 
hearsay allegations of abuse made their way into the process. 
Thus, for example, a client's parent might contact a DCF staff 
member who initiated a report that kicked off the investigative 
process. Whatever appeared in the actual report was usually a 
third- or fourth-hand account, with all of the creeping in
accuracies likely to be generated in each retelling. 

The second problem derived from the fact that com
plaints could be filed against individuals or programs without 
their knowledge. The first inkling a staff member might have 
of a pending charqe was a sudden summons to appear berore a 
program administrator (often embarrassed and irate because the 
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ti~e left for meetings with clients placed in the relatively 
stable and supportive environment of a group care facility 
operated by a private provider. The result is that, for Some 
caseworkers, clients in structured residential programs aSSume 
a very low priority. At least half of the clients interviewed 
for this study reported that they had not seen their DCF case
worker within the past month; six of those interviewed had not 
seen their DCF caseworkers in Over three months. Others 
olaimed that they saw their case\~orkers only at court appear
ances; one reported being left stranded twice, without warning 
or explanation, by a caseworker who had promised to drive him 
back from horne furloughs. Interviewed staff members of private 
providers confirmed the accuracy of these reports of often 
infrequent contacts between clients and their DCF caseworkers. 
An almost universal complaint among interviewed clients was the 
constant delay in proceSSing clothing allowances by case
workers. Clients also charged that When they communicated 
complaints about facilities or programs to their DCF case
workers the response consisted most otten of a stern lecture on 
their good fortune to be in the proqram and a warning against further grousing. 

Again, as with DYS caseworkers, this rather dismal 
picture was not universal. Both clients and staff could de
scribe DCF caseworkers who were diligent, enthusiastic and 
supportive of their clients. Just under half of the clients 
interviewed reported that they saw their DCF caseworkers at 
least biweekly, while some saw them weekly. These dedicated 
caseworkers were not, then, the exception; they constituted 
nearly a half of the primary service worker staff. But, giVen 
the importance of the accountability functions of the DCF case
worker, who often is the only living link between the client 
and the department, performance by 50 percent of the staff is Simply not good enough. 

5. The licenSing process: In DCF the licenSing func
tion is exercised by the same personnel who manage contracts, 
i.e., the Division of Community Services. In 1979, standards 
for group home care, foster family care and child care institu
tions were developed and promulgated to guide the licenSing 
process. These collections of standards established rules to 
qovern admission and discharge poliCies, physical conditions 
and safety, personnel, health and nutrition, programs, records 
and administration of potential license applicants. 6 Suc
cessful applicants are required to renew their licenses an
nually, and the licenSing agency must conduct a yearly review 
of licensees' compliance with applicable standards. 
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With the creation of DCF, the licensing function was 
moved from the Department of Social and Rehabilitative Services 
to the new agency. Eventual placement of that function within 
the Division for Community Services consolidated in one office 
program review, contracts management and monitoring, and li
censing. What has happened is that all three functions have 
tended to merge into one process. The only aspects of license 
renewal conducted independently of this office and process are 
~he annual health and safety inspections carried out by other 
appropriate state agencies. 

Earlier discussion of the department's management of 
contracts indicated that contractual renewal reviews are not 
particularly rigorous. Much the same can be said of reviews 
conducted for license renewals. Unless some report of substan
tial abuse exists or DCF caseworkers have relayed unfavorable 
information on a provider, contracts and licenses together tend 
to be renewed perfunctorily. DCF staff responsible for pro
vider relations claim to be working on models for thorough, 
regularly scheduled program reviews (one for providers with 
identified problems, one for routine reviews), but current 
staffing levels preclude much progress in this effort. 

What this means is that private providers currently 
under contract to DCF need not concern themselves much with 
agqressive monitoring by the department of their delivery of 
services. Barring some extraordinary instance of flagrant 
abuse, they can look forward confidently to continued renewal 
of their contracts, espeCially in the absence of a requirement 
that the department resubmit contracts to competitive bidding 
periodically. Providers can find further comfort in the knowl
edge that the department's need for residential placements far 
outruns current availability. All of this reduces that sup
posedly ultimate accountability weapon, the Damoclean sword of 
termination, to a shadowy threat at best. 

The relative disarray of DCP's accountability mecha
nisms for private providers in comparison with thos~ of DYS and 
Massachusetts is the product of the history and extent of 
privatization in both states. While the phenomenon has been 
characterized by sudden and explosive growth in Massachusetts 
and consumes nearly two-thirds of the entire DYS budget, the 
more qradual development and smaller proportional dimensions of 
privatization in DCF have yet to generate grave concern over 
the impact of inadequate accountability mechanisms. DCF, more
over, is not unaware of or indifferent to the need for improve
ment in its procedures for imposing a greater measure of ac-
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C. Other State-eFOvided Accountability Measures 
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a. The Child Advocate is responsible for ensuring 
that clients know their statutory rights: reviewing DCF's pro
cedures for the protection of those rights; and taking action, 
including legal action, to protect those rights. Note that it 
is not the Child Advocate's duty to inform clients, but only to 
ensure that they are informed. Similarly, it is not the Child 
Advocate's task to implement procedures to protect rights, but 
only to review the department's procedures to do so. Finally, 
the only effective action the Child Advocate may take to vindi
cate clients' rights is to bring suit. 

b. Next, the Child Advocate is required to "review" 
clients' complaints and investigate "those where it appears 
that a child may be in need of assistance ••• "; to "review" 
public and private child care facilities and programs; and to 
"recommend changes in the procedures for dealing with juvenile 
problems and in the systems for providing child care and treat
ment ••• ". Does this mean that the Child Advocate has some 
direct role in handling complaints? Probably not. To whom and 
with what effect is the Child Advocate supposed to report the 
results of hisB investigations of complaints? To whom and to 
what effect should he recommend procedural changes "for dealing 
with juvenile problems"? The statute provides no answers to 
these questions. 

c. Finally, the Child Advocate is saddled with the 
duty of training attorneys and special advocates for appear
ances before the Family Court and the review of Family Court 
decisions involving children, with the power "to request re
views as required by the best interests of the child.,,9 

Other provisions of the statute confirm the indepen
dence of the Child Advocate from DCF, empower him to take di
rect steps to advertise his presence with clients and require 
him to report annually and in detail his activities and recom
mendations to the governor and general assembly. The Child 
Advocate~ then, is to be part ombudsman, advocate, administra
tive officer of the courts, appellate judge, legislative fact
finder and executive trouble-shooter. Beneath the statutory 
litany of hiB duties, however, his only real power is the 
ability to sue on beha~f of childrens' rights, but only those 
enumerated in R.I.G.L. 42-72. 

Despite the ambiguities of this poorly drafted statute 
authorizing his existence, the Child Advocate has managed to 
make his presence felt in a number of ways related to the ac
countability that is the subject of this study. He has caused 
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facility, not a single interviewed client had ever heard ot the 
Child Advocate, or knew how he might be contacted. Even after 
the posted telephone number of the Child Advocate was pointed 
out to clients, most indicated that they would not be much 
inclinec to submit a complaint to him. On the other hand, 
based on an interview with the Child Advocate, he would lack 
the resources to respond to many complairits in a meaningful way. 

2. The judicial process: The Rhode Island family 
court system does rather better in the accountability business 
than does its Massachusetts counterpart. This is due less to 
the superior wisdom of its judges than to the ancillary process 
for providing continuing legal assistance to clients and their 
families. Through a traditional guardian ad litemll program, 
the ready assignment of public defenders (the State Public 
Defender has a special juvenile unit) and an innovative program 
of court-appointed special advocates (CASA), which provides 
both legal and non-legal advocates for Providence County juve
niles, youthful litigants in Rhode Island have access to rela
tively extensive ann competent assistance. Interviewed staff 
members and clients praised several individuals involved in 
these programs, particularly CASA volunteers, for the caring, 
effective help they had provided clients on occasion. While 
disinclined generally to respond to every grievance of clients, 
once these independent, voluntary representatives of the legal 
process offered to in~ervene on behalf of a grieving client, 
complaints tended to be either rapidly resolved or dismissed 
with finality. 

Outside of these state-provided mechanisms, clients 
and their surrogates sought help wherever they could find it. 
In most of the proqrams and facilities visited clients were 
involved in community education, vocational training employment 
or volunteer work. Clients participating in these activities 
sometimes shared their complaints with the people they met in 
these endeavors, but most were relu~tant to do so for fear of 
bringing attention to themselves as "different." Unlike their 
Massachusetts counterparts, DCF clients did not appear to be 
great letter writers; only one interviewed client spoke of n 
letter, which went unanswered, sent by her parent to a state 
legislator. 

Accreditation also has made its appearance in Rhode 
Island, and one visited provider had qone through the process 
successfully.12 Others were interested but found the cost 
associated with accreditation prohibitive and, thus far at 
least, DCF has been unwilling to help underwrite the expense. 
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FOOTNOTES 

These facilities are St. Aloysius (founded in 1852) and St. 
Mary's (in 1877). See Appendix A for the listing and 
description of visited programs and facilities in both 
states. 

One interviewed Protestant provider confessed to some frus
tration and confusion at finding himself, upon arrival in 
Rhode Island, in a political aild social minority. 

In one Rhode Island program (RCA), in-house counselors 
provided each client with a minimum of 15 hours a week of 
therapy, while the director of treatment held a group meet
ing with all clients five days a week. 

Ocean Tides and Whitmarsh held such meetinqs weekly in all 
of their residential facilities (a total of six)~ RCA held 
regular meetinqs of its council and daily treatment 
meetings: Eckerd spoke of "doing group 24 hours a day," 
reflecting the place of group decisions and intra- group 
support as the key element in its counseling philo- sophy. 
Larger and short-term programs did not have a comparable 
device. The larger programs with long-term residents wer.e 
St. Aloysius and St. Mary's; short-term facilities included 
New Routes (a shelter home) and the shelter program at St. 
Aloysius, both of which had a 45-day cap on the stay of 
youngsters. 

The term is defined statutorily to include "situations of 
~nown or suspected child abuse or neglect where the person 
allegedly responsible for the abuse or neglect is a foster 
parent or the employee of a public or private residential 
child care institution or agency; or situations where the 
suspected abuse or neglect occurs as a result of such 
institution's practices, policies or conditions." R.I.G.L. 
40-11-2 .. 

The standards do not include a provlslon requlrlng 
licensees to make a complaint mechanism available to 
clients. Department staff shared with me a proposed dr9ft 
standard that would require providers to develop a grie~
ance procedure for clients, but the standard is so weak it 
would add little to existing procedures. 
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7 A complaint ir. def' 
of dissati f ~, 1hed as "any oral ' 
office, toSs~ct10~ made to a social ~~r~r1t~en expression 
the administr~~~~~s~~y or administrative e~t~~fthe field or 
Department's deci' a~ency policies and concerning 

_ VisitationSlons 1n regard to: programs, or the 

- P
f

lacement or removal of 
oster homes children from 

C~osure of a'foster . 
- Dlsagreement in 1 h~me, 
- Other dissatisf p ~nnlnq, 

provided by sta;~tlon surroUnding services 

~~~e~eg~~:~i~~!aC~ion with agency rules 
Claims of discr!min ' 
handicap, sex r atlon.b~sed on age, 
or color." ' ace, rellg10n, national or' , 19J.n, 

DCF P I' o lCY: General Provisi 
Th f' ons, Sec. 203: para I. 

e lrst and current Child 
AdVocate is male. 

R.I.G.L. 42-73-7(1)-(8). 

The Bill of Ri h . on d 9 ts 1S a triumph f 
fUl1~esh~~~e~~ :~~i~i~:~ni~o~edu~all;i~~e~~i~~~:l~~~, long 

o care and service Woe-
A guardian ad litem is a' s. 
represent a minor in 9u~rdlan apPOinted b 
party. In RhOde I any SUlt to which he Y a court to 
priation for th sland, the DCF budget i or she may be a 
privatization n~tP!ymfnt of , guardians ad ~~~udes an appro
of the extent of th nc hUded In earlier bUdgetem'la for~ of 

e p enomenon. ca culatlons 

St. ~ary's receiVed 
League of America. accreditation from the Child Welfare 
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CHAPTER V-

ACCOUNTABILITY AND STANDARDS 

One byproduct of the conviction, so prevalent in the 
mid-1960s, that the federal government must assume the lead 
role in the "war" against every societal prob~em was the Presi
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice. Task force reports issued by the Commission in 1967 
set off a wave of reform in corrections and juvenile justice 
that sought to impose change on antiquated, destructive systems 
from the top down by identifying goals and objectives accept
able to most practitioners and articulating standard policies 
and practices to accomplish them. The great criminal justice 
standards boom of the 1970's that followed/was fueled initially 
with funds from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
of the U.S. Department of Justice, which underwrote that foun
tainhead for all subsequent standards projects, the National 
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 

But much more was involved in this movement than fed
eral hubris. Outrage over intolerable conditions in the 
nation's prisons and juvenile institutions revealed almost 
daily in the media and courts, increased interest in the appli
cation of principles of public administration to correctional 
institutions and growing concern over the promiscuous mingling 
of youthful with adult criminals and. y~ung status offenders. 
with adjudicated delinquents all contr1buted to the escalat1ng 
demand for change. The federal interest and involvement was 
important because it provided ref~rmers with the resource~ to 
convene and fashion a vast bluepr1nt for change and a nat10nal 
podium from which to urge its adoption. 

In 1976 the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delin
quency Prevention of the National Advisory Committee on Crimi
nal Justice Standards and Goals published its volume of stan
dards. Standard 20.2 in the Task Force's report required 
institutions and proqrams for juveniles to implement grievance 
procedures for their clients. One year later the tentative 
draft of the Institute of JUdicial Administration/American Bar 
Association Juvenile Justice Standards was issued. The volume 
on correctional administration included Standard 9.2, which 
spelled out in considerable d:tail essencia~ pri~ci~les.for.the 
establishment of effective gr1evance mechan1sms 1n 1nst1tut1ons 
for juveniles. 
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This ~urprisingly early conSideration by standards 
makers.Of the ISSue ~f a7countability in juvenile justice was 
no acclde~t. The d:lve 1~ both adult and juvenile corrections 
to establ1sh effectIve grIevance mechanisms was already half a 
d:c~de old and.had Scored Some notable triumphs, the most sig
nIf1cant of whlch was a model procedure intrOduced and tested 
succeSSfully in the California Youth Authority in the early 
1~70's •. The research generated by the push for administra
tIve.grIeVance mec~anisms in corrections provided those first 
CO~ltt~es strug~llng to develop feaSible standards with data~ 
evalu~t1ve materlals and a body of prinCiples that seemed to 
work. ,S~bsequent compilations may have expanded, refined 
and mOdl~led somewhat the standards for qrievance mechanisms 
adopted In thos~ early efforts, but all have accepted the need 
fo: such mechanlsms and certain baSic deSign features such as 
WrItten responses, time limits, independent review and the i _ 
volvement of staff and clients.3 n 

, .Bec~use.the standards movement swept through the field 
of JUVenlle.Justl;e befo:e reaching the shores of general child 
~are and Chlldren s servlces, some of the standards developed 
1n the forme: have not alw~ys fit well in the latter. Stan
dards for gr1eVance mechan1sms in juvenile justice, for 
ex~mp~e, grew o~t of experience principally in institutions for 
adJud1cated del1nquents, usually aged 14 through 21. Child 
care! h~wever, e~braces a much broader and generally less 
SO~h1stIcated ~llentele, including abandoned infants, neglected 
chIldren, emot10nally and physically disabled youngsters 
status offenders and s~me adjudicated deliquents. The l~st, 
however, represent tYP1cally only a minority of the clientele 
of local and state agencies providing childrens' serVices. 

.T~e difference. in the levels of sophistication and 
vulnerab~llty of the cl~ents of child care agencies also helps 
to,exPla~n the ~aternal1sm that pervades the delivery of 
Ch1ldren ~ serVIces. Whether that paternalism responds to the 
age of cllents~ the absence in their lives of a normal family 
s~ructure, the1r need for education or treatment, the profes
s10na~ background of prOViders, the paralyzing doctrine of the 
~est 1nte:ests of,the child! or naked self-interest, the result 
1S that, 1n the.f1eld of chlldren1s serVices, young clients 
frequently are Judged to be incompetent to participate in 
efforts to.hold prov~ders accountable for serVices delivered 
or not delIvered. GIven that judgment, it is not surprising 
that earlY,makers of standards for child care facilities and 
pr?grams dld not.adopt wholesale those standards on client 
gr1evance mechanIsms developed in juvenile justice. 
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The first majo~ collections of standards on residen
tial care for children were issu:d simultaneous~y in 1978 ~y 
the Child Welfare League of Amerlca and,the Na~lonal Assocla: 
tion of Homes for Children, both competIng nat~onal membe~shIp 
organizations. The latter g~oup's standar~s dld not men~l~n 
grievance mechanisms,and thelr sole foray Into acco~ntab~ll~y 
required members to have written policies for hand~lng ~lSC1-
pline and abuse. The Child Welfare League of Amerlca flrst 
issued separate standards for institutions and group homes, 
which were revised and combined in 1982. The Lea~ue's standard 
on "procedures for appeal" (Standard 9~20! recognlze~ that 
aqencies should be accountable for thelr care, serVlces or 
pians," but only to parents or guardians; children are exc~uded 
from participation in the appellate processes spelled out In 
the standards. The League also acknowledges that "a vo~untary 
agency" might be providing services on behalf,o~ a publlC, 
aqenCYi if so, provision should be made"for fll1ng"complalnt~ 
with the public agency, as well as t~e v?luntary, on:. ~hlS 
represents, at least, a bow in the dlrectlon of pr1~at1zat1on 
with a hint of accountability on the part of the prIvate pro
vider to the state agency_ 

The Interstate Consortium on Residential Child Care, 
an organization of private providers and public regu~ators of 
children's services in the northeast, developed and 1ssued a 
set of standards in 1980 that abandoned some,of,the paternal
istic tentativeness of other child care assoc1atlons and 
asserted boldly:4 

If a child sees himself/herself as powerless to 
affect situations he or she perceives as unfair, 
the child may be less motivated to change. If,. 
however, a child is taught that to cha~leng: and 
criticize is an acceptable part of soclal llfe, 
he or she may be more open to the ideas and sug
gestions of others. 

The stirring rhetoric, alas, was followed by a rather 
limp standard requiring resid~ntial facilitie~ simp~y to have a 
grievance procedure, written 1n a clear and slmple,Ma~ner: that 
lallows children to complain "without fear of retal1atlon. 

Enthusiasm for standards also,infected s~a~e,govern
ments in the 1970's. State agencies wlth ~espon~lbll1t~ for 
the supervision of juvenile justice a~d ch1ldren s,servlces 
began to articulate rules and regulat:ons, reflectlng the norms 
qen- erated by national standards proJects, that all local 
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pUbli7 an9 private provideLs were required to follow. 
Occas10nally these state standards addressed the problem of 
accou~tability less,hesitantly than the national association 
of Ch1ld care organlzations. s 

An e~rly and e~ceptional example was a requirement 
impose~ on pr1~ate prOVIders by the Michigan State Dep~rtment 
of Soclal S~rv1ces tor the implementation of a grievance proce
dure f?r clIents that included some sort of independent review 
and Cll:nt input~ In re~ponse to this mandate, the Michigan 
Fed:ratlon of,Pr1vat: Ch1ldren's and Family Agencies in 1973 
d:s1qned a 7l1ent gr1evance procedure for member private pro
v~de~s call~ng f~r the creation of a qrievance subcommittee 
w1thIn prov1ders ,b?ards of d~rectors to hear complaints and 
the appeal,O~ dec1s1ons of th1s subcommittee to the director of 
the supervlslng state agency.5 Other states' requirements 
devel~p7d in th~ s~cceeding decade have ranged from a one-line 
adm~nltlon con~1rm1nq the right of clients to register com
plalnts and grlevances 6 to a 25-page, complex compendium 
devoted entirely to grievance mechanisms. 7 

Like the Michigan federation, other state-wide asso
ciati?ns also have begun to generate standards for their mem
bersh1~. In the absence of statutes mandating accountability 
m:ch~n1sms, such as the federation was forced to respond to in 
Mlc~lgan, state associations have fOllowed the lead of th~ir 
na~lonal counter~arts and adopted generally weak standard~ on 
grIevance mechanlsms~8 A~ least one state aSSOCiation, how
ever~ has broadened 1tS VIew of accountability to inclUde a 
requ7rement for a system of advocacy for clients in addition to 
a qrIevance procedure. 9 

, This last example provides a useful reminder of the 
sometlme~ cou~terpr~ductiv~ fragmentation of the accountability 
process 1n 7hlld:en s servIces~ Virtually every state has 
en~cted legl~latlon for reportlnq and tracking instances of 
Chlld abuse 1n ~he general community and in institutions and 
~rograms for,chlldren, and both public and private groups have 
lssued a var1ety of p:eventive standards.lO No one, however, 
has yet a~tempted to 1ntegrate the variety of standards on 
abuse, grlevances, discipline, rights and placement in a com
prehensive accountability system. 

The nearest approach so far to an integrated system 
f~r accountability appears in the work of the American Correc
tlonal Association's Commission on Accreditation for Correc
tions. In 1978 and 1979, the Commission published four separ-
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for 'uvenile training scho~ls a~d ser-- ate manuals of standar~s f ~lities and services; Juvenlle 
vices; juvenile de~entlon ,acl. and juvenile probation and 
community resi~entlal se~~~~::ding years, the Commission has 
aftercare serVlces. In t dards and produced all sorts of 
revised and reis~ued ~ts s anrt of the standards. In August" 
additional ma~erlals ~~ sUPP~delines consisting of sample p~17-
1983, it publls~ed po lCY g~ d for juvenile detention facll1-
cies incorporat1~g the ~tan ~~eSrights in the guidelines 
ties.

ll 
The POllcY,on Juven rievance procedure for clients 

calls for the crea~lon ofda f review and client participation 
that incorporates 1ndepen en Because the policy is 
and an institution~l ombud~p:rs~~~ure institutions, it is not, 
designed for relatlv7ly l~ i facilities and programs engag:d 1n 
relevant to some reslden;la rvices Nonetheless, the POllCY'S 
the delivery of chil~r:n ~o~~ griev~nce mechanism and an 
call for both a part1clpa . t out complaints from less 
ombudsperson/advoc~te to fe~~e ts marks it as a significant agqressive and art1culate c le~ 
advance ov~r the other standar s. 

't f programs in the field It is the tremendous va~l~e~e~sive approaches. Take, 
of child care that fru~trat~sa~~o~ntability mechanisms for 
for example v the,creatlO~t~n alone and ranging in age from 
foster care. Cllents, 0 b' ct to almost complete control by 
infancy to adulthood, are ~ud;~ise·useful standards for 
foster parents., Efforts,tcumstances simply have not met ~he 
accountability 1n su7h Cl~Ublic Welfare Association's ~a~lc 
challenge. The Amerlcan Ie requires a supervls1ng 
standard on grievances, for e~~mpts'receive "copies of proce
state agency to ensure that c l;n hl'le its more advanced or 1 , grievances, w b dures for reso vlng rvising state agency to e , 
nGoal Standard" ,urges the s~pe users for the redress of gr1ev
nreadily accesslble to serv1~et'tudes that provide absolutely 
ances."12 These a~e,empty p a lB contrast, the Colorado , 
no guidance to admln1stra~ors·hasYdeveloped a process in WhlCh 
Department of Social SerVlces t tive to visit any facil~ty that 
it promises to send a repr~senfa m an identified complalnant. 
is the subject of a,c~mpla~ninv~~tigation becomes part of , the 
The result of any V1Slt an13 That seems a far more pract1

7
al 

licensing renewal process. t bility than the exhortat10ns ' , g approach to accoun a 
and prom1s1~ P blic Welfare Association. of the Amer1can u 

, each contract between the City:s 
In New York Clty, (SSC) and foster care agenc1es 

Special Services for Chi!~~~~iSh complaint procedures fo~ 
requires the latter to eSSC the State Department of Soclal clients with appeals to , 
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Services and the courts. In addition, in 1983, SSC implemented 
a children's rights unit to-respond to clients' complaints and 
offer protective services. A feature of the latter program is 
a catchy bilingual poster and hand-out informing youngsters of 
the availability and purposes of the children's rights unit. 14 

Discussion of the standards movement cannot end with
out a word about the accreditation process. Standards, by 
themselves, represent little more than general ideals; unless 
they are integrated into the operational life of agencies, they 
are largely useless. Thus, wherever standards pop up, they are 
followed before long by some sort of organized effort to imple
ment them. In juvenile justice, the American Correctional 
Association's Commission on Accreditation has preempted the 
field. In the broader area of child care, the accreditation 
process is more competitive. The National Association of Homes 
for Children offers certification, as does the Council on 
Accreditation of Services for Families and Children (sponsored 
by the Association of Jewish Family and Children's Agencies, 
the Child Welfare League of America and the Family Services 
Association of America), to interested facilities and programs, 
while the Interstate Consortium on ReSidential Child Care 
offers a limited clearinghouse service in addition to its compilation of standards. 

As described earlier, the process of accreditation 
involves commitment on the part of a public or private provider 
to the accreditors' set of standards. After a period of pre
paration in which the provider, usually with some technical 
assistance from the accrediting agency, exerts efforts to 
comply on its own with as many standards as possible, the 
accrediting agency dispatches a team to review the candidate 
provider's policies and procedures, records, files and con
~Tacts; to talk to administrators, staff and clients; and gen
erally to assess the candidate's compliance with standards. If 
defiCiencies are uncovered, the provider is usually given a 
period of time to rectify them. Once the candidate complies 
with a stated percentage of applicable standards, the institu
tion or facility is certified as meeting standards. 

Because the accreditation process involves a great 
deal of paper review, as well as possibly extensive site 
ViSits, by professional peers, it gets expensive. The benefits 
accrued as a result of certification inclUde both the improve
ments in management resulting ineluctably from compliance with 
rigorous standards and the enhanced prestige deriving from 
recognition as a certifiably well-run facility or program. 
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Criticisms of the accreditation process have focused on the 
cost and the emphasis on policies and procedures sometimes to 
the exclusion of actual services and conditions. Moreover, 
while there is some fOllow-up after certification, the process 
is basically a one-time affair, as such, certification says 
very little about the status of a program in Subsequent years. lS 

From the perspective of this stUdy, there are some 
serious fissures in the standards movement that has evolved 
OVer the past decade. No set of standards has yet confronted 
in more than a Superficial way the issues raised by the in
creasing privatization of children's services. ParticUlarly, 
none has addressed the complex problem of accOuntability 
created by the contracting out to private providers of respon
sibility for the care and treatment of the young. How does a 
supervising state agency ensure that the clients of a provider 
receive the services Scheduled for delivery in a competent and 
humane way that is respectful of their dignity? How does a 
Supervising state agency ensure that a provider's clients have 
the means to complain about unsatiSfactory services, as well as 
to protest physical or sexual abuse, harrassment or intimidation? 

The answers to these inquiries cannot be found in the 
standards developed for children's services and juvenile 
justice because the standards makers have yet to put these 
questions to themselves. The quiet growth of privatization and 
uncertainty about the impact of this new relationship between 
the priVate and public sectors have permitted these questions 
to go unasked right up to the present. 
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Services and the courts. In addition, in 1983, sse implemented 
a children's rights unit to-respond to clients' complaints and 
offer protective services. A feature of the latter program is 
a catchy bilingual poster and hand-out informing youngsters of 
the availability and purposes of the children's rights unit. 14 

Discussion of the standards movement cannot end with
out a word about the accreditation process. Standards, by 
themselves, represent little more than general ideals; unless 
they are integrated into the operational life of agencies, they 
are largely useless. Thus, wherever standards pop up, they are 
followed hefore long by some sort of organized effort to imple
ment them. In juvenile justice, the American Correctional 
Association's Commission on Accreditation has preempted the 
field. In the broader area of child care, the accreditation 
process is more competitive. The National Association of Homes 
for Children offers certification, as does the Council on 
Accreditation of Services for Families and Children (sponsored 
by the Association of Jewish Family and Children's Agencies, 
the Child Welfare League of America and the Family Services 
Association of America), to interested facilities and programs, 
while the Interstate Consortium on Residential Child Care 
offers a limited clearinghouse service in addition to its com
pilation of standards. 

As described earlier, the process of accreditation 
involves commitment on the part of a public or private provider 
to the accreditors' set of standards. After a period of pre
paration in which the provider, usually with some technical 
assistance from the accrediting agency, exerts efforts to 
comply on its own with as many standards as possible, the 
accrediting agency dispatches a team to review the candidate 
provider's policies and procedures, records, files and con
tracts; to talk to administrators, staff and clients; and gen
erally to assess the candidate's compliance with standards. If 
deficiencies are uncovered, the provider is usually given a 
period of time to rectify them. Once the candidate complies 
with a stated percentage of applicable standards, the institu
tion or facility is certified as meeting standards. 

Because the accreditation process involves a great 
deal of paper review, as well as possibly extensive site 
visits, by professional peers, it gets expensive. The benefits 
acc!ued as a result of certification include both the improve
ments in management resulting ineluctably from compliance with 
rigorous standards and the enhanced prestige deriving from 
recognition as a certifiably well-run facility or program. 
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FOOTNOTES 

The.procedure was selected by LEAA 
proJect and, as such, was the sub' a~ a so-called exemplary 
and evaluative literature and a nJ~~ Of muc~ descriptive 
conferences. See, e 9 D MCGil~,lon; serles of 
Studden, Controlled CO~fro~tatio .1S, • Mullen~ L. 
Proc~dure of the California Yout~·A ~~e ~ard Gr17vance 
Instltute of Justice, 1976. u or1ty, NatIonal 

Virginia McArthur, "Inmate Grievance ' 
of 209 American Prisons" Federal P :ec~anlsms: A Survey 
Keating, Virginia McArthur Mich lr~ a~lon, 1974; J.M. 
Sibelius and Linda R Sin ' ~e eWls, Kathleen 
Correctional Institutionsge~~t~rlerance ~echanisms in 
LEAA,1975. ' lona InstItute of Justice, 

See, e.g., Standards for the Ad ., . 
Justice, Re ort of the Nationalm~~l~tratlon o~ Juvenile 
Juvenile Justice and Delinguenc pVlsor ,Commlttee for 
4.8: Grievance Procedures: y reventlon, 1980, Standard 

Written grievance proc d h 
all residential and no~r~;~~e~t~~id be established for 
juvenile Should be provid~d with anprograms •. Each 
cop~ of these procedures at the timee:~la~at1o~ an~ a 
admItted to the facility. e Juven1le 1S 

Although the form of grievance procedures 
all such procedures should provide for: may vary, 

a. 

b. 
c. 

Review of qrievances by an agency official above 
~he level of the facility director and b 
:nd7P:ndent review board, or an im~artialY an 
l~dlVl~U~l not employed by the agency. 
Tlme llmlts for resolution of the g .' 
Involvement of staff and juveniles rlevance; and 

St~ndard R4.68 and Commentary Guidebook on 
Chlld Care, 1980. ' Residential 

Mi~hi an Federation of Private Children's A Grleva P encies: Client nce rocedures, March, 1973. The federatl'on's 
was expanded after 1973. title 

Stan~ard.for Group Horne Facilities and Child C ' 
Instltut1ons, Division of Family S' ar1ng 
Dep t t f ' ervlces, Missouri ar men 0 SOCIal SerVices, May 1981. 
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Grievance Policy and Procedure, Oklahoma Commission for 
Human Services, 1983. This is a remarkable document that 
seeks to address abuse, grievances and placement in a 
complex process in a variety of institutional and 
programmatic contexts. It provides a blueprint for the 
most thorough accountability system developed to date, 
although its length and complexity create serious 
challenges to effective implementation. 

An example from the standards of The California Association 
of Children's Residential Centers, Inc., 1976, illustrates 
the point: 

The agency shall have written policies and appropriate 
procedures for receiving and responding to 
child/adolescent/family comments, questions and/or 
cQmplaints. 

Proposed Standards 

10 An example is the project on federal standards for child 
abuse and neglect prevention and treatment programs and 
projects, which has published guidelines for child care 
institutions, Child Abuse and Neglect in Residential 
Institutions: Selected Readings on Prevention, 
Investigation, and Correction. U. S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, 1978. 

11 American Correctional Association Commission on 
Accreditation for Corrections, Guidelines for the 
Development of Policies and Procedures, Juvenile Detention 
Facilities, 1983. 

12 American Public Welfare Association and the Children's 
Bureau of the U. S. Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare, Standards for the Foster Family Services System 
with Guidelines for Implementation Specifically Related to 
Public Agencies, 1975. 

13 Minimum Standards and Rules and Regulations Governing 
Family Foster Homes, 1974. 
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A copy of the poster is 
most serious obstacles tenClosed as Appendix C. One of -
service is the difficUlt~ ~~c~~ntab~lit¥ in children's the 
young~ters the availabilit f rnmun1cat1ng successfully t 
of gr1evances and charges ~foabavenues ~or the expression

o 

only example encountered in th use •. Th1S poster is the 
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CHAPTER VI 

S AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONCLUSION 
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It should come as no shock to us that these kinds of 
incidents can OCcur When we read with horror almost daily tales 
of parental abuse of children. If the bonds of blood and 
parental love work so poorly to restrain the abuse of off
sprinQ, how can we expect strangers, rendering services for pay 
to neglected, troubled and delinquent children, to avoid en
tirely the ill-treatment of their charges? SerVices, moreover, 
are often delivered in a total structural and organizational 
framework that distorts normal relationships anld imposes on 
keepers and kept alike psychic burdens that we are only begin
ning to understand and respond to. Add to all of this the 
deficiencies and limitations of recruiting and training of 
child care staff that plague the providers of children's ser
vices, and you have a sure prescription for recurrent neglect and maltreatment. 2 

Because these services are funded with tax dollars, 
private providers charged with their delivery acquire a public 
character that Subjects them to careful public scrutiny. While 
any provider theoretically is answerable to its clients, pro
viders here are answerable additionally to the tax-paying pub
lic. Surrogates for young clients nf purely private providers 
may tolerate deprivation and abuse if they are simultaneously 
relieved of the burden of providing care themselves, but the 
state cannot and will not be so tolerant. Acceptance of public 
funds imposes on private providers a responsibility to deliver 
services competently and humanely, just as delegation of the 
state's statutory obligation to provide services imposes on it 
a compelling duty tc ensure that private providers deliver 
their services in a competent and humane way. 

The frailties of human nature, the unnatural environ
ment of total institutions, inadequacies of staff selection and 
training and the public character of tax-supported human ser
vices all bespeak the importance of relentless agency vigi
lance, but the thrust of the need for accountability is as much 
prophylactic as it is retrospective. The best way to prevent 
mistreatment is to ensure that, if it occurs, abuse will be 
exposed swiftly and surely and bring down Upon its perpetrator 
certain retribution. The vulnerability and weakness of the 
Clientele and their frequent isolation in residential facili
ties makes imperative a prophylactic accountability system in children's services. 

Fortunately, just about everyone concedes the need for 
accountability; the difficulty is that this concession has not 
yet driven responsible officials to think through and develop 
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an accountability process appropriate to the privatization of 
the delivery of human services. While expressing their aware
ness of the need for, and genuine concern about, account
ability, the two state agencies involved in this study have yet 
to address the issue squarely. Instead, they have relied on a 
potpourri of pre-existing, ad hoc measures that make no dis
tinction between direct and contracted services and treat con
tracts for programs and facilities no differently than food 
service contracts. 

It is not just inadvertence that has prevented the 
development of effective accountability mechanisms; they are 
difficult to design and implement. The sheer diversity of 
private providers in terms of delivered services, organiza
tional framework and the nature and size of clientele impedes 
the identification and articulation of broadly applicable 
criteria for accountability. The inability of some clients of 
children's services to initiate and pursue complaints agqres
sively on their own imposes a special burden because it means 
that the system or service that is the cause of complaints must 
also process and respond to them, a situation inherently 
inimical to accountability. Finally, the range of activities 
subject to accountability is so broad, running as it does from 
abuse to discipline, placement, simple grievances and inter
personal disputes, the design of sufficiently flexible and 
versatile accountability measures has proven elusive. 

What follows is no single or specific model for a 
particular accountability mechanism, but rather a collection of 
principles and structural outlines that any state agency inter
ested in developing accountability measures for its private 
providers of services must consider. While the suggestions 
here are rooted in observations gleaned from examination of the 
privatization of children's services in the Massachusetts DYS 
and the Rhode Island DeF, they also reflect the work of stan
dards makers in juvenile justice and child care and experi
mental efforts and research in the development of institutional 
grievance mechanisms. The structures and principles enumerated 
here are merely the starting point for the elaboration of any 
specific accountability process; each state agency and provider 
must take the principles and structures and use them carefully 
to nandcraft mechanisms appropriate to their own circumstances. 

1. Accountability or complaint procedures for private 
providers: Either in contracts with private providers or in 
licensing regulations, state agencies ought always to require 
providers to have a written complaint procedure for clients. 
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The procedure should be '"written" in the sens th t 
cor~or~ted in the,provider's written pOlicieseandaa it is in
of lt 1S made avallable in writing to clients Th ~7scfiition 
~fz;~esi~~~~~~~ea~~ ~~iui~o~~a:e~~i~:~i~~ty ~~y va~y ~~~h t~~m 
every procedure should include the fOllOW1"nthgetihDrrOVldler, but 

ee e ements: 

a. Informal process· Clients h . 
seek informal resolution of c~mplaints ate~~ea~e refulred,to 
level. Complaints that remain unresolved rna bowes Posslble 
v~r~a~li through appropriate staff levels toYsu=ei~~:~:~ and 
a mlnlS rators. A complainant may be re uired ' 
resolution of grievances but the i f ql to seek Informal 
no more than a day or tw~. norma process must consume 

b. Semi- formal process· Each 't ' 
designate someone to serve as an·institui~~vale provlder should 
complaint coordinator or ombuds na ~r program 
to resolve their complaints satl=~:~~~ri~~e~h~~~~~t~ ~re u~able 
means, they may take them to the l' ,n orma 
primary tasks are to inves' comp a~nt coordInator, whose 
tions for their resolutiont!~~t=e~~~~~:l~!~ti::k~ re~ommenda
mutually acceptable resolutions. If the compl ' ~ a opt, 
or ~mbuds~erson is unable to resolve comPlaint:lnh coord~nator 

~~S~~~e~!~~~;Sa~~Op~!~ht~~mp~~~~et~~mi~~!~iS fu:th:ro~os~;i~:y 
seml-formal process also must consume no mor~r~~:~s~ f!el~ays. 

, c. Formal process: Once a complaint is formalized 
a~~mflled! the,p~ogra~ or facility director must respond to it 
P, ptly In wrItlng Wlth reasons for the response. This deci
Slon maY,be ~ppealed to the provider's board of directors or to 
the .prov~der ~ :orp~rat7 management,3 either of which must 
re~pon~ ln wrltlng In tlmely fashion after granting the client 
a ,earlng on the me~its of the complaint. Finally, the 
g~levant may be entltled to appeal unfavorable decisions at 
t,ese levels to a desiqnated administrator (say the cornrnis
Sloner or a deputy commisSioner) of the supervi~ing state 
agency, who, also, is obligated to return timely written 
sponses. ' . re-
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This three-tiered process preserves intact the 
informal approach to complaints that is the backbone of exist
ing accountability mechanisms, but also provides an inter
mediary step that reinforces and assists the informal one. It 
also assures a dissatisfied client, whatever his or her limi
tations of intelligence or ability, of access to a formal and 
somewhat independent review of grievances. The complaint Coor
dinator or ombudsperson is charged with helping a grievant 
obtain satisfactory resolution of his or her complaint and, in 
the absence of a satisfactory outcome, with guiding the 
client's appeal through the various levels of review. The 
formal process allows a client to participate to some extent in 
efforts to resolve the complaint by guaranteeing a formal hear
ing of appealed grievances. Providers would do well to fashion 
a meaningful participatory hearing process to give their 
accountability process credibility with clients, the super
viSing agency and the general public. 

While this process may seem at first blush impossibly 
elaborate and demanding, it is neither. Most programs and 
Jacilities have some middle manager, whether a director of 
treatment, house manager or child care Supervisor, who already 
serves informally as a complaint coordinator. The structure 
suggested here simply requires that this informal role be de
fined and systematized. During the semi-formal process, the 
complaint coordinator almost always will be working with the 
program or facility director to resolve issues; if the direc
toris decision is unsatisfactory to the grieVant, the first 
step in the formal process requires only that the director's 
rejection be put in writing so it can be referred directly to 
the provider's board of directors or corporate headquarters. 
Given the easy access of clients to the administrators and 
directors of private providers documented in this report, 
informal and semi-formal processes and initial steps of the 
formal process all might consume no more than a few hours or, at most, days. 

Another useful innovation might be the deSignation of 
a client representative to work with each complaint coordina
tor, whose task Would be to provide to other incoming clients 
an orientation to the complaint procedure and aSsist the Coor
dinator in developing acceptable resolutions to diSputes. 
Almost alw~ys the prinCipal meaningful source of information 
for newly arrived clients on facility and program procedures 
and routines is other ·clients. This suggestion simply recog
nizes that fact and turns it to good use. 
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by downgrading the seriousness of tne reported incident. It 
also involves a client's advocate early in investigations of abuse. 

While these suggestions may be helpful in upgrading 
accountability among private providers, they share a cornmon 
infirmity. All are largely dependent on the good will of the 
private provider's management and personnel. Unfortunately, 
accountability is most easily and effectively obtained in pro
grams and facilities that need it least, while those with the 
greatest need for accountability are least likely to welcome 
it. This means that internal mechanisms, while important, will 
never SUffice to ensure accountability effectively. 

4. Supervision o~ private providers by state age~
cies: The key to effective state agency supervision of private 
providers rests not with regional or central office personnel 
assigned to coordinate private providers' activities, but 
rather with aqency operatives who have direct and frequent 
contact with clients. Caseworkers, social workers or primary 
service workers detailed to plan and monitor the progress of 
clients are the state agency's and the larger public's eyes and 
ears among private providers. Obviously they can detect and 
report past abuses and ineffiCiencies and prevent future ones 
only if they maintain regular contact with their clients. It 
is up to the managers and Supervisors of caseworkers to make 
sure they have the time and resources to fulfill this essential monitoring task.4 

5. ro ram, licensin and contract re-
views: To Some extent the fragmentation of agency efforts to 
Conduct programmatic reviews, licensing inspections and reviews 
for contract renewals is probably inevitable and irreversible. 
On the basis of this study, such fragmentation may even be 
decidedly advantageous; the experience in Rhode Island suggests 
that when the three review functions are merged in one office, 
none gets done very thoroughly. 

The major problem with the various program and 
facility monitoring efforts of state agencies, whether frag
mented or consolidated, is the fact that the sheer VOlume of 
privatized services makes whatever review that OCcurs virtually 
totally reactive. Somewhere in the monitoring capacity of a 
supervising agency there has to be r00m ,for a program of annual 
reviews of randomly selected private providers that involve an 
analysis in depth of conditions~ pr~grams ~nd policies, com
plete with structured interviews of a substantial crosS-section 
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of clients and line staff, as well as administrators. The 
failure to provide some sort of regularly scheduled, detailed 
review gives private providers with serious problems a strong 
incentive to conceal their difficulties. On the other hand, if 
providers know they will be subjected periodically to probing 
analysis, they may be more open and candid about their problems 
to forestall negative reviews. This measure is completely 
prophylactic and absolutely necessary if the various review 
processes are ever to become fully meaningful accountability 
measures. 

6. Regular surveys of clients: Any state agency that 
contracts with private providers to deliver human services 
ought to develop a simple written survey to be administered to 
a set percentage of "released" clients some 60 to 90 days after 
their exit from a privately operated facility or program. The 
p~rpose of the surveys would be to provide a continuing evalua
tion of provider services by recipients of those services. 
Occasional surveys can provide state agency personnel with 
clues to budding difficulties, while regularly repeated surveys 
give agency supervisors a valuable "window in" to monitor 
troubling situations or personnel in private providers that can 
be shared with provider management. The advantage of the de
vice is the freedom from intimidation it promises to clients no 
longer subject to the control of an inhumane or incompetent 
provider. 

Some may view this last suggestion as little more than 
an invitation to malevolent clients to malign perfectly compe
tent, caring staff. Much the same criticism can be leveled at 
all of the suggestions for accountability offered here¥ Un
questionably, the more opportunities clients are given to com
plain, accuse and impuqn, the more freque.ntly they will do so, 
and it is inevitable that an escalating Clutput of grievances 
will include occasionally frivolous, mendacious and downright 
malicious ones against provider staff and administrators. But 
none of the approaches suggested here requires or envisions the 
abandonment of the rights of provider personnel. Serious alle
gations aqainst staff must always be investigated and substan
tiated before they are allowed to have any negative impact. A 
concerned skepticism should continue to characterize investiga-
tive efforts, just as it does now. 

No one of these suggestions alone will suffice to 
constitute an effective accountability system. Any effective 
system must recognize that some clients are fully capable of 
initiating, pursuing and participating in the settlement of 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 The list includes only those incidents which were verified 
by provider and state administrators. 

2 

3 

4 

One recent news item describes the indictment of the 
founder ,nd staff of a California nursery school who sex
ually molested up to 150 of their charges. The accused 
apparently mutilated small animals in front of their young 
victims and threatened to do the same to the children's 
parents if the children talked to anyone about what had 
happened. ~ew York Times, March 25, 1984, p.25. 

Virtually every private provider has a board of directors 
or trustees from which a committee on grievances might be 
constituted. The distinction here is between a provider 
operating a sole program or facility and corporate pro
viders operating two or more programs or facilities. In 
the latter case, the corporate provider is urged to develop 
innovative complaint mechanisms including, perhaps, a cor
porate ombudsperson or a committee of clients and staff to 
resolve complaints. 

Part of the answer may be in the way monitoring schedules 
for institutionalized clients are structured. If one or 
two caseworkers can take responsibility for weekly visits 
with all clients in a small facility, for example, then 
service workers might be able to reduce their personal 
visits with individually assigned clients to a monthly 
basis. 

Nowhere is the need for regular caseworker visits more 
urgent than in the case of foster children who, most often, 
lack a provider advocate and must depend on the state case
worker as advocate, complaint coordinator and state agency 
monitor. There is simply no excuse for irregular and in
frequent caseworker contact with foster children. 
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Descri tion of Private Facilities and Pro rams 
Vislted tor the Project 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Ie Fay Rotenberg School 1100 Princeton Boulevard 
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01863 (617) 453-0556 
Director: Jennifer M. Ring 
Operated by RObert F. Kennedy Action Corps, Inc. 

A secure treatment facility for 12 girls, ages 14-18. 
The length of commitment of residents runs from eight months to two years. 

2. Hastings House 66 Chestnut Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 (617) 868-6199 
Project Director: Michael A. Radon 

3. 

Operated by Massachusetts Half-way Houses, Inc. 

A group home for up to ten boys, ages l4-l8
g 

taken 
over by Massachusetts Half-way Houses, Inc. in April, 1983 
from another corporate provider. The program takes 
referrals from both the Department of Social Services and ( 
the Department of Youth Services. The average length of 
time in the program for residents is nine to 12 months. 

~oseph M. Ambrose House 31-1/2 Dwight Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02118 (617) 482-0602 
Director: Thomas E. Boydell 
Operated by Massachusetts Half-way Houses, Inc. 

A community-based group horne for up to ten boys, ages 
16-18. The program consists usually of three to six months 
in the residential facility with a like period of 
supervision in the community. Ambrose House, opened in 
1977, was Massachusetts Half-way House, Inc.'s first 
juvenile program. The facility also houses a federally 
supported program for violent offenders. 

i. 
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4.& 5. The Key Proqram, Inc.: Alternatives for Youth 
49-51 Franklin Street, Fall River, Massachusetts 02720 

6. 

7. 

(617) 675-0686 
Regional Director: Raleigh M. Jenkins 

The Fall River site is the southeastern Regional 
Office for the Key Program, out of which a number of 
programs are conducted, including: 

a. Outreach and tracking: A program that supervises 
intensively up to 25 male and female youngsters in the 
conununity and provides a variety of support services. 
Caseloads are kept to six or seven per staff worker. The 
average length of the term of involvement in the program 
for younqsters is about six months. 

b. Foster care: The regional office operates three 
to four foster homes, all private homes contracting with 
The Key Program. Placed children range in age from 14 to 
17 and generally spend about one to three months in a 
foster home. 

Metropolitan Boston Group Home (METRO) 
Boston, Massachusetts 02118 (617) 
Director: Philip F. Murphy 
Operated by Massachusetts Half-way 

699 Massachusetts Ave. 
445-0450 

Houses, Inc. 

A commu~ity-based group home for up to ten boys, ages 
16-19, with emphasis on developing community educational and 
work placements. After youngsters leave the house, they 
receive continuing supervision and counseling services in the 
community. The average lenqth of stay in the group home is 
about five months. 

Robert F. Kennedy School/Westboro 
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581 
Director: G. Michael Welch 
Operated by Robert F. Kennedy 

Westboro State Hospital 
(617) 366-1969 

Action Corps , Inc. 

A secure treatment facility for up to 15 boys ages 14 to 
18. The averaqe length of stay at the facility is 12 months. 

ii. 
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W~stfield Detention Center/RFK Act' C 
51 East Mountain Road Ion orps Detention Project 
Wes~field, Massachusetts 01815 
ProJect Director: Everett F N 1 (413) 568-8636 
Operated by Robert F. Kenned; A~~ion Corps , Inc. 
A maximum security detenti ' , 

~ge~1~4-1~, for short periods, ~~u!~~;l~ty for up to 24 boys, 
aCI l~y 1S run by a mixed staff ' ess than 90 days. The 

ees, WIth the former rovid' of prIvate and public em 1 
treatment staff, Whil~ the ~n~tprogram,administrators and

P 
oy

a er provlde custodial personnel. 

iii. 

. ____ ~4~ __________ ~ ______________ ~~ __________________ ~~ ____ ~ __________ ~ _______________________________ __ 

.- ------- ------_. 
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P rogram or F '1' acl. l.ty 

Fay Rotenberg School 

Hastings House 

Ambrose House 

The .Key Program 
a. Outreach and 

tracking 

b. Foster care 

METRO 

RF.K/Westboro 

Westfield Detention 
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MASSACHUSETTS PROVIDERS' ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS 

Type of Accountability Mechanism 

Formal 
P d 

Informal 
P d 

Case-management Assigned Staff 
P M rob lAd t roce ure roce ure rocess e er voca e 

x x x 

x x 

x x x 

x x 

x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x 

.. 

Client 
House 

M t' ee l.ngs 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Corporate 
Provider 
P d roce ure 

x 

X 

x 

o 

, 
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RHODE ISLAND 

1. Camp E-Hun-Tee Rural Route #1, Box 607A 
Exeter, Rhode Island 02822 (401)539-7775 
Resident Director: David J. Lemmerman 
Operated by the Eckerd Wilderness Educational System of 
the Jack & Ruth Eckerd Foundation 

A residential, wilderness progrem for up to 56 boys, ages 
11-17, providing education and group living in an outdoors 
environment. The average lenqth of time spent in the program 
is 12 to 14 months. Participation in the program is 
completely voluntary. Camp E-Hun-Tee is one of 12 similar 
camps run nationwide by the Eckerd wilderness Educational 
System. 

2. New Routes 939 Douglas Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 02908 (401) 831-4630 
Proqram Director: Katie Shannon 
Operated by Tri-Cap, Inc., 
Executive Director: L. Joseph Testa 

An emergency shelter residence for up to ten boys, ages 
12-17. Placements are temporary and rarely exceed 45 days. 
Tri-Cap, Inc., founded in 1973,also operates a group horne, a 
federally funded runaway program and an ACTION-sponsored 
community volunteer program. 

3. Ocean Tides, Inc. 635 Ocean Road 
Narragansett, Rhode Island 02882 (401) 789-1016 
President: Brother Robert W. Hazard, F.S.C. 

Ocean Tides consists of three facilities: a main campus 
in Narragansett, once a Christian Brothers novitiate and 
retreat house, which houses up to 24 adjudicated boys, ages 
13-17, and has a school; and two community-based group homes 
for five to seven boys each in Providence, from which 
residents return to school at the Narragansett facility. The 
average length of stay in the program, which involves moving 
from the Narragansett campus to the Providence group homes, is 
nine to 12 months. Ocean Tides, founded in 1975, also 
operates a diversionary program that provides counseling for 
youngsters who remain in their homes. 
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Whitmarsh House 
530 Dexter Street 
(401) 467-/216 

John T. McHale, O.L.P. 
Providence, Rhode Island 02907 
Executive Director: Brother 
Operated by Whitmarsh Corp. 

-

, ~ long-~erm qro~p horne for up to eight boys, with an 
add1t1~nal SlX boys 1n two satellite houses. The youngsters 
range 1n age from 13 to 19 years, but most are older high 
school students,who attend community schools. The avera e 
length of stay 1n the program is about two years, althou~h 
some have stayed as long as three or four years. Whitmarsh 
Corp. also operates an emergency shelter program for five boys. 

vi. 
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400 New London Avenue 
(401) 732-2111 

RCA Evaluation and Treatment Center 
Cranston, Rhode Island 02~20 
Project Manager: James E. PatricK 
Operated by RCA Service Company, Division of Government Services 

A residential 
female youngsters, 
nine to 12 months. 
beqan operation of 

treatment facility for up to 22 male and 
ages 13-18. The average length of stay is 

The RCA Evaluation and Treatment Center 
this Rhode Island program in mid-1981. 

5.& 6. St. Aloysius Home 
Greenville, Rhode Island 02828 
Director: Rev. Robert J. McIntyre 

40 Austin Avenue 
(401) 949-1300 

St. Aloysius Home is an agency of the Catholic Diocese of 
Providence and is operated solely under contract to the 
Department for Children and Their Families: 

a. Residential treatment facility: Has a capacity of 73 
boys, ages 6-14, who require long-term intervention and 
treatment. The average length of stay in the program is about one year. 

b. Emergency shelter program: Serves up to 15 boys, 
ages 3-14, who need short-term emergency care and evaluation, 
generally for 45 days or less. 

7. St. Mary's Home for Children 420 Fruit Hill Avenue 
North Providence, Rhode Island 02911 (401) 353-3900 
Executive Director: Paul Adams 

Affiliated with the Episcopal Church, St. Mary's Home 
inclUdes both a residential program for up to 23 girls, ages 
9-15, and a group horne for seven female high school students, 
16 years and older. There is a school within the facility for 
the younger girls, while the older ones attend a local high 
school. The length of stay for youngsters in the program is 
approximately 14-16 months. Founded in 1877, St. Mary's also 
operates day care and family day care programs for a fee and 
an outreach program. 
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P rO-.9ram or F 'l't acl. l.~ 

Camp E-Hun-Tee 

New Routes 

Ocean Tides 

RCA -
St. Alolsius: 

Home 

Shelter program 

St. Mary's 

Whitmarsh House 
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RHODE ISLAND PROVIDERS' ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS 

Informal 
P d roce ure 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Type of Accountability Mechanism 

Case-management Assigned Staff 
P M b lAd t rocess em er voca e H 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x 

. , 

Client 
M t' ouse ee l.n...9.s 

x 

x 

x 

-~~~ ~ 1 

Corporate 
P 'd P d rovl. er roce ure 

x 

1 
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APPENDIX B I 
\ 

Interview Protocol 

( 

( ( 

, t, 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

The following guidelines for the conduct of interviews 
in privately-run service provider facilities and programs are 
intended to ensure some measure of uniformity in the data 
generated during site visits. At the same time, it is 
~ecognized that differences in the nature, size and purpose of 
various homes and programs will require some measure of 
flexibility in the use of this protocol. Nonetheless, the 
following sequence of events ought to be observed at each 
facility or program visited. 

1. Director/superintendent/Senior Manager: 

a. Description of this project~ 
b. Explanation of site visit components: 

1.) Number of interviews; desired interviewees; 
copy of protocol; selection of staff and 
client interviewees and arrangements for 
interviews. 

2.) Questionnaires for clients; selection of 
clients; arrangements for administration. 

c. Confidentiality assurance; 
d. Conduct interview (see attachment 1) 

2. Manager, supervisor, staff person in cnarge of 
responding to complaints: 

a. Description of this project; 
b. Confidentiality assurance; 
c. Conduct interview. 

3. Line staff (three to four operational staff members 
with direct supervisory responsibilities for 
youngsters) : 

a. Description of project; 
b. Confidentiality; 
c. Conduct interview. 

4. ·Residents/clients (three to four residents/clients). 

5. Administe.r questionnaire to full population of a 
facility or to as many clients of an out-patient 
program as possible. 

6. Touch base with senior manager before leaving 
facility/program to share impressions while preserving 
confidentiality. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

INTERVIEW: DIRECTOR 

Position 

Length of time in position? in program? with service 
provider? in youth programs? 

Brief sketch of educational/professional background. 

Brief description and history of this program/facility. 

Define "qrievance n
: within that broad definition what 

are the most frequent types of grievances in this 
pr~gram/facility? With what frequency do they Occur? 

6. Any formal mechanism for handling "grievances"? 
Written? Records? Copies of complaints? 
Statistics? Characteristics (timeliness, written 
responses, etc.)? 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Any informal mechanisms? Is there some individual 
with responsibility for grievances or to whom 
grievances are most often referred? Who? Why? How 
do residents know of it/him/her? 

Suppose a youngster were unhappy with the way he/she 
had been treated by a staff member, what could he/she do? 

Suppose a youngster were unhappy with a departmental, 
institutional or program rule or policy, what could he/she do? 

Do parents, guardians, friends, relations, others 
(specify) ever have "qrievances"? Nature and 
frequency. What happens to them? 

What would a youngster do with a complaint about 
physical or sexual intimidation or assault? Ever had 
such a complaint in this facility/proqram? What result? 

Child Advocate or Departmental Inspector ever visit 
this institution? Why? What result? Would 
youngsters in this program or facility know how to 
contact Child Advocate or Departmental Inspector? 

,-----------------~~ ----~----_& -----
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Interview: Director 

13. 

. 14. 

15. 

Does this facility/program need a formal grievance 
mechanism? Why? Why not? If so, what would you 
expect it to do for.you as a manager? 
Does the state requlre you to have any form of 
grievance mechanism? . Should it? 

If there were many complaints here -- or in any 
private facility/progra~ under contract with. the State 
-- how would a supervislng state agency be llkely to 
find out about them? Should the number and gravity of 
complaints ever be a component in a state agency's 
decision to renew or not to renew a contract? Why? 
Why not? 

Thanks for your assistance. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

INTERVIEW: COMPLAINT SPECIALIST 

Position. 

Length of time in position? in program? with service 
provider? in youth programs? 

Brief sketch of educational/professional background. 

Brief description and history of this program/facility. 

Define ngrievance n; within that broaa definition what 
are the most frequent types of grievances in this 
program/facility? With what frequency do they Occur? 

Any formal mechanism for handling "grievances"? 
Written? Records? Copies of complaints? 
Statistics? Characteristics (timeliness, written 
responses, etc.)? 

What is your role in this formal mechanism? How 
chosen? Any training? Do you provide an orientation 
in the mechanism for residents/clients? How? 

If there is no formal mechanism, what is your role in 
the informal mechanism? How Chosen? Any training? 
How do you handle complaints? Records? Statistics? Orientation? 

9. Suppose a youngster were unhappy with a departmental, 
institutional or program rule or policy, what could he/she do? 

10. Do parents, guardians, friends, relations, others 
(specify) ever have "grievances"? Nature and 
frequency. What happens to them? 

11. What would a youngster do with a complaint about 
physical or sexual intimidation or assault? EVer nad 
such a complaint in this facility/program? What result? 

12. Child Advocate or Departmental Inspector ever visit 
this institution? Why? What result? Would 
younqsters in this program or facility know how to 
contact Child AdYocate Or Departmental Inspector? 
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Interview: Complaint Specialist 

13. 

14. 

Does this facility/program need a formal grievance 
mechanism? Why? Why not? If so, what would you 
expect it to do for you as a manaqer? 

Does the state require you to have any form of 
grievance mechanism? Should it? 

15. If there were many complaints here -- or in any 
private facility/program under contract with the 
State -- how would a supervising state agency be 
likely to find out about them? Should the number and 
gravity of complaints ever be a component in a state 
agency's decision to renew or not to renew a 
contract? Why? Why not? 

Thanks for your assistance. 
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INTERVIEW: STAFF MEMBER 

1. Posi tion. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Lenqth of tim~ in position? in program? with service 
provider? in youth programs? 

Brief sketch of educational/professional background. 

Brief description and history of this program/facility? 

What happens to such complaints in this 
facility/program? Is there a formal mechanism? An 
informal one? Do complaints get referred to one 
individual? Who? 

If there is a formal mechanism, describe it? How did 
you find out about it? Know any residents/clients who 
used it? With what result? 

Have you ever been the subject of a formal grievance? 
What result? Was the outcome fair to you? Was the 
process fair to you? 

If there is an informal mechanism, how does it work? 
How did you find out about it? Know any 
residents/clients who have used it? with what results? 

Have you ever been the subject of an informal 
grievance? What result? Was the outcome fair to 
you? The process? 

Suppose a youngster were urihappy with a departmental, 
institutional or program rule or policy, what could 
he/she do? 

Do parents, guardians, friends, relations, others 
(specify) ever have "grievances"? Nature and 
frequency. What happens to them? 

What would a youngster do with a complaint about 
physical or sexual intimidation or assault? Ever had 
such a complaint in this facility/program? What 
result? 
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Interview: Staff Member 

13. Child Advocate or Departmental Inspector ever visit 
this institution? Why? What result? Would 
youngsters in this program or £acility know how to 
contact Child Advocate or Departmental Inspector? 

14. Does this facility/program need a formal grievance 
mechanism? Why? Why not? 

15. Does the state require you to have any form of 
grievance mechanism? Should it? 

16. If there were many complaints here -- or in any 
private facility/program under contract with the 
State -- how would a supervising state agency be 
likely to find out about them? Should the number and 
gravity of complaints ever be a component in a state 
agency's decision to renew or not to renew a 
contract? Why? Why not? 

Thanks for your assistance. 
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APPENDIX C 

New York City Special Services for Children, 

Children's Rights Unit Poster and Handout 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

INTERVIEW: RESIDENT/CLIENT 

How long have you been in this facility/program? 

Have you ever been in other similar 
facilities/programs? Which ones? 

Define "grievance": Within this broad definition, do 
you or your fellow residents/clients ever have 
qrievances? What kinds of grievances? How often? 

Is there a formal grievance mechanism in this 
facility/program? If so, how does it work? How do 
you know about it? Have you ever used it? With wnat 
result? If so, was the outcome fair? Was the process 
fair? 

If there is no formal mechanism, what happens to 
grievances? Is there some person to whom you take 
qrievances? Who? Why? with what result? 

Suppose you or a fellow resident/client were convinced 
that a departmental, institutional or program rule was 
very unfair, what would or could you do about it? 

Suppose you or a fellow resident/client were convinced 
that you had been treated very unfairly by a staff 
member, what would or could you do about it? 

8. Do your parents, guardians, attorney, relations, 
friends, etc., ever have complaints about what happens 
to you? What kind of complaints? What can they do 
about those complaints? Have they ever complained? 
With what result? 

9. What would a resident/client do if they were struck or 
sexually abused by a staff member? Do you know of 
anyone who has made such a complaint? With what 
result? 

10. Who is the Child Advocate/Chief Investigator? How 
would you contact him if you needed him? 

Thank you for your assistance. 
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o ~,tt-!li(!fldo 
informaci6n sohre 
escue/as y programas 
de . enrrenamiento 
{lara rraba/os? 

Recibielldo 
aYllda para planear 
su futuro? 

~ 
11111 

'V.~ndo a sus 
per/res. hermanos 
y hermanas? 

DI\".';;""/(Io las 
(i·!risiullp.s cCJn las 
clJa/es usredes no 
es,.fn (Ie aCllerdo? 

R. ecihiendo 
aylJda de un tra· 
bajador socia! para 
resolver sus diarias 
preocllpaciones' 

o /Jttmiendo 
ayuda para hacer 
las decisiones Que 
afectan su vida? 

Si CuaIquiera De Estes ProbleInas Se Parece 
A Los Suyos ••• 

Primero, hable con su trabajador social Y SI ENTRE 
LOS DOS NO PUEDEt~ RESOLVER EL PROBLEMA 

entonces llaine a la: UI::JIDAD DE DERECHO 
DE LOS NINOS 

433-77830 aI433-%645 
EN LA UNlOAD Of DERECHOS DE LOS NINOS USTED PQDRA HABLAR CON UNO DE NUESTROS TRABA. 
JADORES ACERCA DE sus PROBLEMAS. UNA VEZ OUE. NOSOTROS SEPAMOS SU OUEJA, LA DISCU. 
TlREMOS CON LA AGENCIA Y DESPUES DE OIR LA OPINION DE LAS DOS PARTES NOSOTROS PROPON. 
DREMOS UN PLAN 0 SOLUCION. NOSOTROS SEGUIREMOS COMUNICANDONOS CON USTED Y CON LA 
AGENCIA PARA ESTAR SEGUROS OUE NUESTRAS RECOMENDACIONES SE CUMPLIRAN. 

UNIDAD DE DERECHO DE LOS NINOS 
SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN • 80 LAFAYETTE STREET • NEW VORK, NY 10013 
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nlm W©m~~R' ~alao<e 
fo .. J~l~ li@UJ 
G[) , 
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Gett;ng 
informal iOIl "baut 
school and job 
training' 

Getting help in 
making decisions 
ah(::lt your life? 

S"'.'IIIY vour 
lul/e//1 s, brothers. 
and siSlers? 

Q,,!.'sti()ning 
(}e";swns with 
lviI/eli YOII do not 

agree' 

!i.Hmp OJ 51']lf 

1\ ,v', /!I to lIelp you 
with your day·ro· 
day c(Jllc"Jrns? 

Gelling help in 
planning for your 
fUlUre' 

Ii AnyoiThese Sound Lil~eYourP .... oblems ••• 
First, talk to your caseworker AT THE AGENCY ABOUT THEM. 
IF THE TWO OF YOU CANNOT AGREE ON HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM, 

then call: THE CHILDREN'S RIGHTS UNIT 
433-7733 or 433-%645 

AT THE CHILDREN'S RIGHTS UNIT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO TALK WITH ONE OF OUR WORKERS ABOUT 
~HE PROBLEM. ONCE WE HEAR WHAT YOU THINK IS WRONG, WE WILL DiSCUSS THE PROBLEM WITH 
THE AGENCY. AFTER HEARING BOTH SIDES OF THE STORY, A PLAN WILL BE WORKED OUT. WE WILL 
FOLLOW UP WITH YOU AND THE AGENCY TO SEE THAT OUR RECOMMENDATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT. 

THE CHILDREN'S RIGHTS UNIT 
SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN. 80 LAFAYETTE STREET • NY,NY 10013 
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